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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
"ROY. Mora County.

Volume XIV.

New Mexico.

Saturday.

May 5.

Our Soldier Boys Mountain Lion
Our first Soldier boy's left Sunday for Fort Bliss in answer to
their country's call for Volunteers. Homer Holmes, Ellis
and Barry Kirby, were
the three accepted for Military
duty out of the number that offered them selves. The restrictions
of the service leaves many at
home who would gladly go to the
front if they were allowed to go
A dozen or more volunteers
are waiting to be accepted as
soon as the Recruiting office is iii
position to accept them,
The people of Roy have spared
no pains to show their appreciation of our first heros of the
World War. A party in their
honor at the home of the "Martin
family Thursday evening was attended by more than 60 people
and enjoyed the hospitality of
the home while showing their ad
miration for the volunteers,
A public meeting was held at
the Hall Saturday night at which
more than a hundred men and
women were present. A program of patriotic music and
speeches was followed by luncheon and the volunteers were
guests of honor along with six
native boys who had declared
their intention to enlist. The
plans and needs of the Army
were presented by Postmaster
Johnson who is acting as Recruit
ing officer and who presided at
the meeting.
A patriotic Program was also
given by the Roy Schools Friday
afternoon at which the Volunteers were guests of honor.
Almost the entire Populace of
the town was at the depot Sunday when the boys left for the
and
front to bid them good-bwish them a safe return. The
people are at last aroused to a
comprehension of the gravity of
the situation and there are men
enough here subject to Military
duty to fill up our quota easily
when the boys realize that it is
Ab-ernat-

y.

A Mountain Lion of unusual
size and ferocity was killed out
on the Prairie between Roy and
Solano Sunday after it had made
several attempts to kill stock. It
was discovered early Sunday
morning by Ed Reed's boys who
went out in the pasture with a
shot gun thinking Coyotes were
chasing their cattle. The lion
went to the home of Antonio
Mescarenas and attacked a horse
Mr. Mascarenas shot him in the
foot with a pistol and the lion
went out on the prairie and lay
down. Ed Reed then went out
with a big rifle and his last cartridge and approached the anim,al
within 50 yards and shot him in

the breast.
The lion measured 7 feet 6 in.
from tip to tip and weighed 130
pounds. Mr. Reed brought him
to Roy Monday morning where
many people saw him. It is one
of the largest lions ever killed in
this vicinity and would have been
a bad one to meet in the open and

unarmed.
Henry Farr saw the animal
crossing his wheat field but tho't
it a Lol)o Wolf, A pack of coy
otes was following him to feast
of the carcasses of animals he
killed.

Home Guards
The Citizens Meeting held at
the Community Hall Monday
evening drew a large crowd but
there was little to be done as re
ports by the committees appointed at the meeting last week could
not be made at this time.

The matter of getting organiz
ed for home defensi was thresh
ed over again but no definite con
elusion was reached and the reports of the previous committees
were called for at another meeting to be held Wednesday even-

Number

1917,

Court News

State Land Sale"

The District Court of Mora Co.
adjourned Tuesday noon, after
eight hour day sessions,, with
night sessions each night until
ten o'clock.
Judge David J.
Leahy presided..
The most important case tried
was that of the State vs. Alejan
dro Branch, charged with attempted arson. The trial of this
case occupied three days.
The verdict of the jury was,
not guilty. The evidence against
the defendant was in the main
circumstantial.
He was charged
with having attempted to set fire
to the store of Daniel Cassidy at
Cleveland.
Alejandro Branch
was born in Mora Co. and is a son
of tha late Don Alejandro Branch
at one time Speaker of the House
of Representatives, in territorial
days.

Claytsn, N. M April 25:
Ond hundred and fourteen thou
sand acres of State land divided
into ninety tracts, ramrinir in area
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The Modern "Spartan Mother"
I

didn't raise my boy to be a coward;

I want my boy to go if there is war,
want to stand and watch him proudly marching,
I want to gaze upon him from the door.
I do not want to loose him or to keep him,
I only long and long to have him be
A MAN when'er his country comes to sweep him
Into her surging legions of the free.

I

Another criminal case that at
considerable attention
was that of the State vs. Adeli- ado C. de Baca, charged with the
larceny of 1050 lbs of beans the
property of Miss Lola Harmon
of Wagon Mound. The jury fail
ed to believe the alibi of De Baca
and returned a verdict of Guiliy
This morning Judge Leahy ten
tenced him to not less than one
year nor more than fifteen
months in the state penitentiary
He is a brother of Mrs. E. C. de
Baca of Las Vegas.

tracted

I do not wapt my boy tobe a craven;
I love him, and I hate to see him go;
And yet I'd rather loose him, sadly loose him,
Than have him hide in fear to face the foe.
I've prayed with all the spirit of a woman
For peace, and that our struggle might not come;
But if it dot s I want him brave and human,
My boy must march away with flag and drum.

I'd give him, yes a thousand times I'd give him,
Wich all he means to me of love and joy;
Because I would not love him if he wasn't
My ideal of a woman's kind of boy.
I do not harbor hate or yearn for vengeance,
I would not crush a violet with my hand;
But if it comes to fighting, then I want him
To be a MAN and struggle for his land.
I want my boy to go if we must enter
This mad world conflict raging in its might;
With all it means to me to have him leave me,
I'd give him to his country, help him fight;
For, so I think a mother does her duty,
' And keeps her faith with
hoor and with God;
I didn't raise my boy to be a coward,
I'd rather have him dead and turned a clod.

ing.
F. S, Brown was Chairman and
. Iyey Secretary of the meetF.
fighting for their country they
Frank Roy went back to Santa
ing.
are needed for and n.t merely
Fe Monday to attend the Special
draining in Military camps.
At the Citizens Meeting, Wed- Session of the Legislature called
nesday evening a"Home-Guard- "
by Governor Lindsey to arrange
Company was formed and fifty for our part in the War.
citizens signed the roster. They
Frank fully realizes the necesRoy will have a Chautauqua will meetagain Saturday evening sity for securing seed for our
the coming June. A number of to organize and plan for supply- farmers who have the land and
n ing
citizens have guaranteed the
themselves with guns and teams but not the seed to put in
agent,
Chautauqua. Their
ammunition and to formulate extra crops to meet the war cris
Mr. Karl H. Trout, Topeka Kans signals plans etc. In the mean- is and he will do all he can to see
as has placed this attraction at time it is made the duty of every that the Government supplies
citizen to be on the lookout for them with seed and other assist
Raton, Cimarron, Maxwell,
and Amistad and other any suspicious characters who ance for the farmers.
towns in this vicinity and they happen along and to be prepared'
offer a really fine line of attrac- for emergency should any arise.
The matter of getting seed and
tions. The best thing they offer
is John Zobeiski the "Polish Pa- other help for farmers who need
triot" and one of the most popu- assistance tó produce their maxi Mrs. F. A. Roy has been ap
mum crop this year was discuss pointed by District Judge Leahy
lar lecturers in the IL S.
you
will
ed
see
Committee
and a committee appointed to as a member of the County
The
due
time. canvass the needs of this Precinct School Board , which has superseason tickets in
and report it to the Legislature vision over the Rural Schools of
and the County committee at Mora County. There are four
Mora which they did Thursday members of this board which
morning.
meets with the County SuperinBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. "Bob"
consists
of the tendent once a month. They
This committee
Grunig, Tuesday' April 25th, a
S.
Brown, R. E have ho jurisdiction over Schools
the Chairman, F.
girl, weight six and a half pounds
Alldredge, C. L. Wensell, Wm. in incorporated towns and villaBob was absent attending court
G. Johnson, G. R.Abernathy and ges but control all matters perat Mora at the time and the tele- R. W. Boulware. It is expected taining, to the country schools.
phone story about twin boys did
to appropriate a large sum for This is a new plan in this state
nt go strong with him.:
this purpose and the plans will and has many good features that
The reason we failed to get
be made public when completed. apply especially to conditions in
this in last week was that - this
New Mexico. We .congratulate
being their first,, they were bashMrs. W. H. Willcox was called the Schools in the selection , of
ful about it and didnt tell us.
to Pueblo, Colorado last week by Mrs. Roy for this responsible pos
ition.
...
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones are the death of a relative, the grand
the proud parents of a fine baby mother of Miss Ada Willcox, who
Almeron Newman, the Photoboy since last Thursday, April, is well known here, She return
grapher,
who has been located at
attending
ed
Monday
the
after
9
weighs
young,
man
26th. The
Roy
long
so
we have cometo confuneral.
i
in
came
pounds in the clothes he
him
sider
of us - - left Satur
one
proand the young parents are
day
Raton.
for
"
He will go to
J. H Sandsbury called Satur
perly proud of him.
City,
Silver
Globe
Mogollón and
day' with the price of another
places
other
in
the
Southwestern
He is one of
Mr. and Mrs. Man- year of the
B0RN:-- to
1. and part of the state where he will
Route
on
farmers
best
the
May
2d,
a
Tuesday,
uel Naranjo,
eversince ,he spend the summer. We expect
girl. Dr, Gibbs reports all just has read the
him back to Roy when he finish"
came to Roy.
fine.
es down there,

Blas Palma, who killed Narcis
last Sept. at Wagon,
by striking him on thé head with
a stone, plead guilty to 2nd de
gree murder. He was sentenced
to not less than ten years nor
more than twenty years in the
so Lucero

State penitentiary.

",

Otis R. Briley, of Harrington
plead guilty to forging the name
'
of J, C. Slack of Clayton New
Mexico to a check for $35.00 and
getting the same cashed by Mrs.
Dorothy Berentz of Mills. He
entered a plea of guilty and was
sentented to not less than one
year nor more than thirteen
Friday evening, April 27th the months in the state peitentiary.
citizens of Mora held a big mass
meeting in the Courthouse for Fraficisco Gallegos plead guilty
the purpose of discussing the to larceny of cattle was sentenced
grave questions which confront to the penitentiary for a period
our country. Arrangements had of one year to 18 months and to
been made for the appearonce of pay a fine of $300.

The Legislature Meeting at Mora

Chautauqua

Cad-mea-

Appointment

ut

Babies

S--

S--

g

from 40 to 38,000 acres, all in
Union County, were sold here to
day by State land Commissioner
Robert, P. Ervien at price which
averaged far ahead of any large
land sale ever held before by the
State. The lands brought a to-price at the suctions of $988,
126.21 and bring the total of State
land sales for the month of April
to over $1,500,000.
Volney T. Hoggatt of Denver.'
who recently headed an excur.
sion of Colorado and Montana
land seekers into Union County,
bidding lor his grouD of Drosnec.
live farmers, bought in 38,000
acres, the largest tract sold at a
flat priceof $10. an acre, It is
understood that this will be divided immediately among the mem
bersofthe Hoggatt group, in
tracts from 40 to 320 acres each.
A school section near Clayton
brought $16.50; a quarter section
sold at $19.55 and
tract
sold at $20, the $5 minimum value
was rear in the sales and $10. an
acre was a common, occurrence
as the auction price, the sales for
the day averaging $8.65 an acre.
There were more than 500 bid
ders from other counties of New
Mexico and other states, bidders
coming all the way from New
York to Oregon. Testimonial for
the land sold its averaging in the
U

140-ac- re

fact that the majority of voters
were residents of Union and near
by counties, who are thoroughly
familiar with the land and. who
as a rule, bid above the visitors.
Texas, Colorado, Oregon, Montana,' Kansas and Nebraska all
were represented in the Hoggatt
group who got the 38,000 - acre
tract. An interesting feature of
the sale was an appeal by the auc
tioneer, Capt. Fred Muller. in be
half of the State that as much of
the acreage sold as possible be
planted this year to assist in
meeting the food crisis.

DINNER

The Christian Aid Society will
serve dinner at the Floersheim
Store the day of the ."Opening".
Governor Lindsey, and
The following criminal cases Panned chicken tamale being a
B. C. Hernandez,
but were dismissed on motion
of the special feature of the dinner.
the calling of the extra session
They wil also serve
District Attorney
of the legislature made it impos
Nicholas Lucien, larceny of cat- thruout the afternoon.
sible for the governor to be preDinner 85 cents
tle.
sent. However the Hon. AntoManford S. Bentley, larceny of
nio Lucero Sec. of State, very
cattle and unlawfully branding a R. Holly filed a, motion for a
ably represented
him,
and calf.
change of venue, and the case
speeches fired with the loftiest
larceny of was sent to San Miguel County
Manuel Maestas,
patriotism were also made by
A motion for addi- -'
horse
' fcr trial.
Judge Leahy, 0. A. Larazola.
Timothy Collins Griffin, larceny tional security for costs was filed
C. W, G. Ward, and Attorney
by the defendant also. '
of horse
Voorheis of Raton, The young
Andres Ebel was indicted 'by
Eliseo Esquibel, resisting an offpeople of Mora formed a choras
the Mora County Grand Jury, at,
fifty strong and sang patriotic icer
Cristobal Manchego and Enri Mora on a charge of Rape. The
airs between 'each speech, Special
Manchego, resisting officer. trial was postponed until the next
que
emphasis putting forth every
He is home un- - term of Court.
for the producing of an exAn indictment was presented
der bond and it is said will enlist
tra large acreage of crops. The by the grand Jury against Chas.
and go to the front.
most intense enthusiasm existed Maloof. chargirg him with unthroughout the entire meeting lawfully carrying a deadly weap
In the case of the State
and no greater loyalty could pos- on. His bond was fixed at $250, vs Harry Woodward
held
sibly have been shown than was and the cause continued until to the grand jury under a
displayed by the citizens of Mora next term.
criminal complaint filed by ' the
and other points at this gatherattorney, charging him j
district
Wagon
Mares
of
Francisco
ing.
with
an
Al.
assault and attempting
plead
unlaw
guilty
to
Mound,
the
to
his
kill
cousin, the jury return
liquor
intoxicating
ful sale of
Miss Lillian Griner resumed
ed
No
Bill, and the defend- -'
True
fine
of
was sentenced to pay a
her position as Saleslady in and $50. and costs and given sixty ant Woodward was discharged.
j
Drygoods-- ' Department of the
days in jail, but the jail sentence
The Grand Jury was in ses- Floersheim Store Monday morn
was suspended pending good besix days ' and on Saturday i;
sion
ing. She has had a long vaca
havior. The proof showed that
presented their final
afternoon
tion since the hre last summer
the defendant upon the solicita-to- n report.
"
'
and many friends will be glad to
of a supposed friend named
greet her accross the counter
J. D. Medina, purchased and Decrees granting divorce were j
again.
gave to Medina, for his own use entered in the following cases,
a bottle of whiskey.
Rupertita Martinez de Trujillo
F. E. Epps was in town Satur
Mares is a son of Vicente Mar- vs Daniel Trujillo
day after a wagon load of sup
es, a prominent Democrat.
Lisita Mondragon vs Guada- plies for his ranch. It is a two
lupe
Monndragon
Archuleta
of
Leandro
The
suit
days trip to come , to town and
Virginia
Lael de Romero vs
damCo.,
Merc.
take a load back. He doesn't come vs, Floersheim
V
Daniel
Romero.
W.
attorney
r
ages. Defendants
often,
ice-crea- m
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FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MRS. A. A. JONES

Many persons are reported to have
been killed by an earthquake In Tus
cany and Umbría.
The British blacklist of shipping
has been withdrawn, so far as it con'
cerns the United States
In ferocity
the
and magnitude
Champagne battle surpasses all pre
vious engagements and campaigns of
the great war.
The town of Monchy Le Preux,
which lies abput five miles east of
Arras, will stand out In history as
one of the bloodiest spots of the
world war.

E, W, BLANGETT GUILTY
CONVICTED OF FIRST DEGREE
MURDER IN TEN-DATRIAL.

l

J

.

i

Defendant Claimed That Shot That
Killed Clyde D. Armour Wat
Fired by Accident.
Western Ne wnppr I'nlnn News Service.
Santa Fe, N. M. Murder in the

first

degree was the verdict returned
against Elbert W. Blancett, accused
of the murder of Clyde D. Armour of
Sioux City, Iowa, near Albuquerque,
last summer. After a ten-datrial
the case was given to the Jury and
the verdict reached. The penalty of
hanging Is the only possible one left
the court.
Armour, who was making a trip in
an auto to the Pacific coast, adver
tised in Denver for a companion to
take the place of one who had aban
doned the trip. Blancett replied to
the advertisement and was accepted.
The trip progressed into New Mexico,
where brothers of Armour received
telegrams asking that money be for
warded. Blancett, assuming the name
of Armour, had sent the telegrams,
and for several days posed in New
Mexico towns as Armour, sold the
auto and spent the money in dissipa
tion,
on the failure of Armour to
arrive at his destination, the brothers
instituted a search which resulted in
the discovery of the body on a ranch
near Glorieta, established the fact of
death and led to the arrest of Blancett at Friday Harbor, Wash. On his
arrest in January, he shot himself in
an unsuccessful effort to end his Ufe.
His defense has been that the shot
which killed Armour was fired by ac
cident and that, being without money,
he resorted to the expediency of wir
ing the relatives of Armour, fearing to
confess the truth and needing the
money to enable him to get out of the
country.

L.
W. "the

DOUGLAS
that

holds its shape"
$7 & $8
$5
$3 $3.50 $4 $4.50 w. -$6
wougin.
Save Money by Wearing
shoe

aZZMSZIh

i-

hoea. For eale by over9000ahoe dealer.
the World.
The Beat Known Shoes in stamped
on the bot-

retail pnce i
The value ii guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high prices for inferior shoes. The
They coit no more in ban
retail prices are the same everywhere.
Francuco than they do in New York. They are alwayi worth the
Drice paid for them.
"phe quality of W. L Douglas product 1 guaranteed by more
than 40 yean experience in making fine shoe. The amart
styles are the leaden In the Fashion Centre of America.
factory at Brockton, Mast,
They are made in a
bv the htohnt naiJ. stilled ahoemalcers. under the direction and
luoerviiion of invriEnoJ men. all working with an honest
deternunatioa to make the best shoes tor the price mat money
can buy.
Aik yonr shoo dealer for W. T.. Donglaa shoes. If he can-n- ot
supply too with the kind yon want, take no other
make. Write for Intermtins booklet einlainlns; how to
rby iIiom of the highest standard of quail
return mall, postage free.

L Douglaj name and the
W. tom
of til shoes at the factory.

Reuter's Moscow correspondent Bays
that four women lawyers have been
admitted to the Moscow bar. These
PEOPLE,
are the first women to be accorded
this privilege.
Western Newspaper Union News Berries.
A declaration that the
;
i
1 I Boys' Shoes
government does not aspire to
ABOUT THE WAR
Beat In the World
conquest
the
Is
of
territory
Douglas
Russian
L.
LOOK
FOR
W
Turks in Mesopotamia are driven
$300 $2 SO $2.00
made
by
price
retail
name
the
the
and
Fremden
back north of Samara,
President W L. Douglaa Shoe Co.
tamped on the bottom,
blatt of Vienna.
18S Spara St.. urocaton make.
Seven Americans were killed In the
'"My opinion is that peace Is nearer
first day of the battle of Vim jr. ridge
than many think," the Berlin Vos- (ED
Forty German airplanes reported elche Zeltung's
correspondent quotes
brought down In day's aerial actions
the Bulgarian minister of war as 6ay
"Wormy," that' what's the matter of m. Stomach
Austria aircraft make raids on Tren lng at Copenhagen.
and Intestinal worms. Nearly as bad as distemper. Cost
you too much to feed 'em. Look bad are bad. Don't
tino front and engage Italian scout
physio 'em to death. Rpnha'a Compound will remove the
In an apt speech at the Guild hall
flyers.
worms. Improve the apprtlte, and tone 'em up all round
in London, Premier Lloyd George dis
A.
Full
Mrs.
A.
and don't "physic." Acts on glsnds and blood.
wife of the new
French gain near Cerny despite cussed the military situation, the senator from Jones,
with each bottle, and sold by all druggists.
direction!
New Mexico, already Is
desperate efforts of Germans to make Irish question and others of the major
Goshen,
Chemists,
Ind., V. 8. A,
grOHX MEDICAL CO.,
well known In Wathlnaton society.
stand
problems with which the governmen
naving lived in the capital city when"
Whole
of
Buddhism.
Truth
Since April laj, 65,000 shells havo is now engaged.
Mr. Jones was assistant secretary of
Dorln Zenslil, a great Buddhist
been fired by the Germans Into
rne Marquis Prieto, Spain s new the interior.
priest, once lived on top of a tree in a
itueims.
premier, in an Interview with the Ma
ed.U.S.Pat.Of r.
mountain ; so people nicknamed him
United States steamer Mongolia drid correspondent of the Paris Petit
"owl priest."
Someone Interrupted
Kids Kleen
Inks German
In British Journal declares Spain cannot adopt
his meditations one day with the fol
metical, hetlttihil, ptsrtime
The
aval
waters.
neutrality when its honor and inter
lowing question :
,
swMna ever kivcated for childrv
t
ci
ests
Involved.
are
age.
ycatt
8
Mde in one piecs wiiS
capture
"What, in a nutshell, Is the truth of
British
quarries In night
dfopbsck.
Eaulr slipped oa or of.
A small riot was precipitated in Pet
Buddha's religion?"
.attack near Harglcourt. 'Perman at
Luür wuhed. NotighteisjtKbsiKfc
lo aop arcuíaboB. Made la blue
"Eschew all sins and practice all
rograd when a crowd drove the audi
tack near San Quentln falls
denim, end genuine blue end white
virtues," replied the priest without
hkkanr snipes. Abo lighter weight,
Bulgarian war office announces vie ence of Lenine, the-- Socialist, into the
in dstk bine, cadet
opening his eyes.
tory In battle between the Vardar and street as a protest against exhorta'
blue, tan or dark red, ail appropri.
"Oh,
Is
man
snld
nil?"
that
the
separate
for
a
stir
peace, and his at'
aieir nmoieo. wiur
.Lake poiran. British retake old posl tions
asistes. All garments siade ia
castlcully. "Kveu a child o.f three years
tack on the provisional government.
tipn near Doldzelli.
. Dated Beck with
Western Newspaper Union New, Service.
II.
suy
enn
V for high aack and long sleens.
thnt."
v"
j,
l'-The Corriere D 'Italia, the' clerical
l
Tne expenditure of gun ammunition
COMING
EVENTS.
"Yes,
a
even
can
years
child
of
three
85c
111
the suit
In- - the second' week of the Arras.bat-vile- . organ at Rome, declares that It is able June 18.
Reunion of Scottish Rita Ma
If Tour dealer cannot amnlv mm
say that," rejulned the priest, "hut an
lum at Sunt a FA
was the greatest in the history of to confirm reports published in the July
We will send thccs.chariei prepaid
I I Annual Reunion ot Cowboys'
old man of eighty years cannot put It
an recew or pnce, BJc each,
Spanish newspapers that the immedi
, the world, it is stated
veiras.
aonaiion ai
Satútactioa guaranteed
Into practice." Tokyo Advertiser.
Aug-- .
17.
meeting;
following
ate
Bar
Association
emperor
at
of
German
the
or money refunded.
,t German torpedo boat destroyers
jtoBweji.
is
pressure
exerting
on him to abdi Sept.
fired 100 shells in the region of CalSeventh Annual Northern
GAVE HIS CANE AWAY'
New Mexico Fair at Raton.
Governor Names War Committee
Dewate of Imitations, Look for
ais. Some civilians were killed. Twelve cate.
British board of trade figures show
Acting
Santa
persons were slightly wounded.
Fe
on
recommen
the
Levi
se
trau
5
&
Co, San Frhnoeco
Sheriff H. J. McGrath of Silver City,
Mr. S. P. I
xvtri vine, icaud,
,
5,awaresd GRAND PRIZE st the P.P.I. t.
The British hospital ships Donegal that March Imports decreased
announced his acceptance of the ap dation of the Council of State Defense, writes:' "For several years prior
to
6,'
and . LanfranC, with many wounded 100,000, while exports Increased
pointment to the Federal Court clerk Governor Lindsey appointed a war 1006 I suffered from kidney and rheucommittee, of which he will be ex
DATeCMTQ yateon
E. Coleman,
aboard, were torpedoed without warn 613,000. The importa of raw materia) ship.
Lawyer, Waahlngum
matic troubles. Was benf over and
1I "I " W Patent
3,000,000, chiefly
D.C. Adrice and books?.:
ing. They were sunk on April 17. decreaaed nearly
Capt. James Baca of Company E, officio chairman, to organize the ag
forced to use a Ellas reasonable. Hiiaost references. JSestssrrloee,
In cotton and wool. The Importa ot
ricultural resources of the state and
- '
Many thousands of German dead
First New Mexico Infantry, was ap provide
cane.
For these
greater
foodstuffs
for
603,000.
food
production;
Increased
to
DEVELOPED OR MANUFAC-TL'RE; atrew the battlefields over
pointed Adjutant General to succeed
j
which the
I ' am INVENTIONS
disorders
Guarantee aood work, reliability.
acquaint
people
the
state
of
the
with
Harry T. Herring.
, ! British .and
squareness. Bank referencea
SPECIALTIES
Germans have been en-- SPORTING NEWS
glad
say
used
to
I
conditions and the necessity for meas
CO., 144 8. Broadway, Denver, Colo.
gaged1 In titanic struggles for mas- (andina; of Weatern I.eairoe Club.
Dr. R. K. McClanahan, a Las Vegas ures
Kidney
Dodd's
preparedness,
of
and
to
collect
CLUBS.
Won Irnt Pre. physician and Secretary of the State
tery. v '
Pills, which proved
Liincoin
5
data for use in preparing legislative
714
6
be the proper
.626 Board of Health, haf been called into measures for the consideration of
UJ Bonar Law's son reported captured Sioux City
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CULTIVATE FARM LAUDS

HOW UNCLE SAM TRAINS MEN
FOR THE AVIATION CORPS
Army Schools Are Speeding Up
Work to Supply Fliers for

I

New, Army.

;.

SCHOOL!! MOST THOROUGH

glne, detecting trouble, making such
repairs as he might be called on to
make If he had to descend for cause
during a flight. We give hlra text
By KENNETH MAC DOUGAL.
books on motors, too, and something
and teach him
about
Tha die la cast, tha tima has coma,
how to observe the earth as It flies
Tha aagla scraams onca mora,
The Stars and Strlpaa again ahall
under him.
'
wava
' When
the young aviator Is com
. Upon a foreign ahora.
petent to handle his machine he Is
Behind tha flag of freedom,
Into more complicated
Introduced
Sweep on our fighting men.
work, scouting and maneuvering.
To crush the Prussian eagle,
For Instance, on a recent dny a
Tha peaca dova bring again.
devious ten'
motorcar was sent on
:'.. .. .Vf
Regiment,, brigade, division
mile Journey over little frequented
And. corps, pasa smartly, by! ,
Long Island roads. Its top was broad
Pressing td érüsh oppression,1
ly striped In black and white, but oth'
1
That thefla
rlfcht mar fly. í
érwlse It could not be told from the
W! known W.hyphens,
Men' whol
tens of thousands of other cars which
, Russians, Frenchmen, lad
from
are constantly on the move over the
'
Island. .
A 'Germana,'.. A(jtrlana Italians,
Are Americana again.
"Twenty-fou- r
army airplanes went
"
'
',' '
nV.
left
up to seek the car. Twenty-on- e
To the flag, then! To the president!
vVe'raHi'he'lrlglit!-here nnd three came from the 'gov'A toast:
Forward,
marchl W'l ahovy the
ernment school at Governor Island,
'
'
'Prussian v "
Kew York dfcy.
,
.
That we're not too iprcjHd tp fight.
"The car with the striped top repre
sented the head of an enemy convoy,
The airmen were to detect the head
field explulus the course of Instruc- of the supposed column while the lat
ter was still far from Its objective, the
tion:
"After the student has pnssed his aviation field, for there must be time
preliminary physical examination and to make the Imaginary artillery attack
has hod the mechanism of the ma- upon It effective.
chine drilled into him, we turn him
Problems Easily Solved.
over to an Instructor, who tnkes hlra
For the problem the map of Long
up on a joy ride as a passenger. He Islnnd near the flying field was di
goes up about 3,000 feet the first vided Into 24 sectors, one being given
When he becomes, during suc- to each scout.
time.
The lucky man who
cessive flights, accustomoc
to the found the car whirred back to the field

Pick of the Land Intellectually and
Physically Is the Raw Material of
the Field Flret Taught Mechan-- .
Ice and Work Gradually Up to
Difficult Feate In Flying.'
.

.

Net?--

j

Uncle Sam's 1iewanny
must have the best aviators In the
world. This i té the' order that has
come from .Washington, and the army
schools throughout the country are
.;
striving-- to' carry It out;
There are niány obstacles and discouragements,
fast scout planes are
almost
this side , of
the Atlantic, but the standard already
reached means as' vast advance.
A trip out to the big government
flying school on Hempstead Plains,
near Mineóla, L. I shows a scene of
bustling activity, a beehive of Industry, which has speeded up even over
York.

Its former strenuous pace

In

the last

few days.
At the entrance to the field a stalwart private, an automatic on his
hip, challenges the visitor and scrutinizes closely the papers shown. A
step through the gate discloses In- fllfln iha flirina a anana
fiitiJxn tha
heart of the small boy a vast expanse, on which great mechanical falcons purr and skip, now rising Into
the clouds and now descending
swiftly and gracefully to the level

,

'

i

'II

.

'

turf.
Framing the picture are rows of airplane sheds, or hangars, barracks, machine shops, offices and other rough
buildings which have mostly been
knocked Into shape In the lust few
weeks.
Scores

y..

ni

nil, iav

-

f

bli'd-ine-

Where

'v

ha'e

hud him, and then

they make

four separate reports on him; After
that we begin his training In real
jpurnest, as we hove lourned then
whether he. Is cuf out to be on aviator.'"'

!v."We

Tralii'lna

Is"

Thorough.

,

have found that-a student can,-- ,
not assimilate . inore thnn , .hnlf ' on
hour's lesson aloft lii a day'; that Is,
he does not profit by a longer lesson.
So when- he come, down heyls put
to'Jw'ork at the mechanics of the Job,
dismantling and assembling his en- -

n

Is Taught

Aviation

swift rush of the air aloft, so disconcerting to the novice, he Is permitted to handle the controls himself,
but the Instructor Is there to correct
any errors very promptly.
"Iu turn he Is passed, from one to
another, of the Instructors until, four

-

:

short order nnd Mineóla was
"saved."
In another problem three Fast L. W.
F, tractors were sent to a far distant
point, which was not disclosed to the
students, and there sent up as scouts
of j an enemy bent upon taking photographs of Ule Mineóla field. The students were to locate these machines
and drive them buck by heading them
off. They did this with ease.
Not all the feats .attempted work
outi well, because real .swift pigchlnes
are,Jiicklng. The slower machines Jo
up so well In o. gaje,'
otherwise .easier. , to niunnce.
It Is understood the fastest juachln'ei
now nt the field are the L. W. 'fV
tractors, capable of 05 miles ap hour.
British and Fre.nch scouts make 135
anr 138 miles an hour. The new Mo- according to Mlsg. Ruth
Law, 4he flying woman, makes 150
miles an hour. .Airplanes much slower are useless on the western European battle front.
Students start learning to- fly nt
Mineóla on the poky ,1. N. 4 Curtlss biplanes, which go at the snail's pace of
75 miles an hour.
However, It Is taken for granted that
the deficiency In fust machines will
soon be remedied. All the art of airplane building the French and British
have learned In nearly three yenrs of
warfare will be placed at the disposal
Commissions
of the new ally.
of
flying men nnd builders
will assist the United States army In
manufacturing and teaeh the latest
tricks of the trade to our aviators.
What They Must Do.
The Mineóla school Is officially an
aviation section of the signal officers
reserve corps. Civilian volunteers enter as sergeants nnd become lieutenants in the reserve on passing their
examinations. These "exams" are not
to be sniffed at. Here are some of
the things the young collegian must
In

not-ftu- nd

Irnine-Snulnle-

FOOD SHORTAGE MENACES THE ALLIES
Britain Asks Them and
Also Her Own People
to Eat Less.

London. Knglnnd has Issued a cnll
to all the allied peoples, not only her
own. to help obviate a food shortoge.
The. cnll solemnly warns them that
famine conditions may exist tnrougn-ou- t
the world before the next harvest
Is reaped.
Since Lloyd George declared "Our
stocks of food are low, alarmingly
lower than within recollection," scores
of public lenders have repeatedly
warned the people to place themselves

voluntary rations.
The public absolutely refuses to recognize the government's position, nnd
such conditions have resulted evidently In the Issuance of the appeal, apparently from an official source, which
outlines clearly the world's deficiency
In wheat and other agricultural products, while the war Is disorganizing the
y
supplies of food staples to nearly
civilized country.
So serious Is the food situation that
Englund has completely cast oft the
cloak of secrecy. At the beginning of
the wnr Germany deliberately required the slaughter of a large proportion of the live stock In order to save
food, nnd now finds out her mlstnke.
Conversely England at the outset Insisted that live stock be conserved
neither exported nor slaughtered needlessly. Now England, possessing a big
stock of animals, orders that they be
slaughtered In order to provide food
on

ev-er-

mid save feeding them.

'

Food Supply Diminishes.

.

Commenting, the Evening News says
that Lloyd George Issued his warning,
.seven weeks ago. Since then the con-

s
sumption Inland, which Imports
of Its ample cereal supply,
n imnnrtiint hite In the store.
i.
Meanwhile the submarines are sinking
,i.ino iid outline down the rate of re- four-fifth-

'"

.nlvnlshment.

r,

-

Al

--

yrNS

.'WMI

,

"
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mcchn-nician-

winged monsters, oiling, plying the
wrench, moking tests and seeking the
slightest flaw, for every flying machine must ulways be In the top notch
of condition.

Great

--

s
of students and
hustle around and over the

Pick of the Land There.
War will probably soon change the"
conditions here In many ways Indeed,
some differences are ulready noticeable
from peace days. But most of the students are still paying their way and
not a small price either. After pnss-In- g
his flying test a student muct turn
over, a $51)0 tuition fee and $300, more
Is due on final examination. The student must weigh not' more than 100
pounds stripped, and "must furnish
of having a' college education
and be of good moral character."
The pick of the land Intellectually
and physjiftlly Is- the ruw materlnl-o- f
t he'Aetis.VVttfbf such promising novices Uncle Sam mukes 'finished'
In three months and now even
this brief training period may be cut
down.
The captain In command ' of the

!,

"More and more serious trials are
coming," says the puper. "We appeal
to our readers to regard It as a sacred
duty to cut down the consumption of
all commodities to the last ounce and
.

pennyworth."
A new set of restrictions has become
effective, which requires proprietors
of eating places to keep a record of all
meals served. They must not serve
more than a specified amount each
week. The following Is the scale of
allowances per meal:
Breakfast Meat. 2 ounces: sugar,
2.7 ounces; bread, 2 ounces; flour, t
ounce.
Luncheon
2.7

Meat, 5 ounces; sugar,
2 ounces; flour, 1

ounces; bread,

ounce.

Anglo-Frenc-

h

Dinner Mont, 5 ounces; sugar, 2.7
ounces; bread, 2 ounces; flour 1 ounce.
No meat or flour Is allowed In plnce
of ten or sugar. Tuesday Is designated do:
as a meutless day In 'London, WednesHe must climb out of a field 2,000
day In the provinces.
feet square nnd attain an altitude of
500 feet while keeping all parts of
Lloyd George's Appeal.
"We may hove to feed our army and his machine within the square; he
navy, as well as ourselves, on home- must cut off his motor at a height of
grown food," said Premier Lloyd t.000 feet and land within 200 feet of
George In a letter which was read at a designated point ; he must land over
a meeting tonight of the Norwich (Nor- an assumed obstucle ten feet high
folk) Agricultural committee. The let- and come to rest within 1,500 feet of
ter was addressed : "To all workers on It; he must fly for 45 minutes at an
land," nnd appealed to them to do their altitude of 4.000 feet.
"The psychology of this flying busU
utmost to help raise all food possible.
"The line which the British empire ness so far as the students are conholds against the Germans," the letter cerned," suys the commandant of the
Ia concontinues, "Is held at home as well as field, "Is a singular thing.
abroad. If It breaks at any point. It sidering It you must put fear out of
The students are
breaks everywhere. In the face of the the reckoning.
The fact of the
enemy the seamen of our royal navnl never frightened.
and mercantile marine and the sol- matter Is that they go Into It thinkdiers gathered from every part of our ing that It's a daredevil Job. Then
You they go up nnd they're disappointed
empire hold our line firstly.
they
the dnredevlltry
It Isn't
workers on land must hold your part
thought at all. So what do they do?
of our line as strongly.
"Every full day's labor you do helps They tend to go to the other exto shorten the struggle and bring us treme right away and we have to
nearer victory. Every Idle dny, all loi- keep them from killing themselves
We have ;o
tering, lengthens the struggle and with sheer recklessness.
makes defeat more possible. Therefore. tench them with every ounce of abilIn the nation's honor, heed: Acquit ity we possess that If they make the
yourselves like men, nnd as workers one slip they seem determined to
on land do your duty with all your make It will be the very last slip
they'll ever make."
strength."
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MORE EXTENSIVELY
AND IN
CREASE FOOD PRODUCTION,
Urged by Governor Llndsey In Procla
mation Asking All New Mexl-cato Aid Work.

THE FLAG

,

NOTICE TO

r

1

m

É

Nwipp.r Union Newi Barvlce.
Santa Fé. Governor Llndsey haa
Issued the following proclamation:
Westera

My Fellow Citliena:
Efficiency ex
pert aanert that victory In the war
with Germany dependa upon the American farmer; upon a more Intenaitled
and extended cultivation of our farm
landa. Kvcn tho' gh all the available
iarm lanui in the eastern fraction nt
our nation were utilised to the Beat
poaalble advantage in the production of
cropa, sufficient food could not be produced thereon to supply their home
sumption, in the Uncultivated and unoccupied areas of the western and
southwestern statea Ilea tha potential
pase ior ine greater and necessary production over local conaumDtlon. New
Mexico embraces vast areaa of theae
nncuiuvated and unoccupied landa.
In. this and In tha emergency and
neceaifjty of this world war Ilea a .it- nal opportunity for our people to aerre
eiucienny ine causa of freedom and
democracy,
Tha food situation in the world Is
such that. unless Its supply can be
greatly augmented In America during
the present crop season, civilisation
may be stripped of Its dearest blpod- vuuKm riKius ana autocratic government established In tha world, havlna
Ita foundation upon the principle that
might makea right, and established
po
the theory .denounced by our
fathers, that earthly, klnga can do no
wrong.
We of New Mexico must not onl
supply ourselves with food and cloth
ing, but we are charged with the high
and solemn duty of addlna to the ann- required ay our aillos in this
fuywe
will successfully Droaeruta it to
the perpetuation of the principles of
VeWeprincipies or democracy,
therefore should utilize our lands
tn the utmost of our ability In the
production of fond. We shall have onty
ourselves to blame If want shall come
upon us and upon our allies In this war
and If we shall be stripped of our liberties so dearly bought by the blood
oi our miners.
A new day has dawned In warfare.
8ervice on the battlefront is no longer
neid to be the only proof of loyalty.
Each citizen may submit that proof in
any avenue of service.
In this war,
the army of farmers may contest for
glory with the fighters In the trenches.
or in the air or under the sea; and, If
victory come, the greater glory shall
be theirs, since victory In the end Is
dependent upon what they produce. In
many lensiuie ways, the food product
of our state may be irreiclv Increased.
The farmer now on the land. If he be
alert and supplied with seed and means,
may labor longer hours for love of his
country, and, through the operation of
the principle of tho selective draft,
rightly proposed for adoption in the
enlistment to arms, be left to pursue
the avocation he has learned.
Many men and many women of our
state, exempted from service In battle
posRessed of means, may well go upon
our lands or their own and become producers.
Hundreds of men under age
of selective draft, residing In towns
and cities, unplaced In necessary employment, may better he aelecttvely
drafted for work upon our lands.
Younger children of urban dwellers
should be employed In the growing of
gartien products on adjacent lots.
I am moved with pride nt the manifestations of the loyalty of our rich.
The merchants and banker
of our
state have already answered the call
for credit to our farmers for seed and
maintenance pending the harvest.
Flans are rapidly maturlnur to throw
all the forces and agencies of our State
Agricultural College Into the field to
aid and direct the energies of the farmers and livestock growers. The energies and facilities of each department
of the state government are at the
Command of the citizenship.
Wh.it we harvest dependa upon what
we plant.
All the fftort now In the
United Htates oaniyit sualn our. own
people beyond the end of sumrtier.' Our
survival a a nation, and, as a people,
depends upon what we harvest this
year.
I therefore most earnestly urge upon
H'. our ?fwmer
that they Increase as
much aa they are able the" production
.
,
foodátuffs.
of
i
That all our livestock owners and
growers conserve and Increase their
herds.
That rrfen and women of means tro
upon the lands and plant and cultivate
crops.
That the young and unemployed men
be enlisted and called for work upon
ne land.
That parents fn towns and cities
busy their children in the erowlna of
gardens.
That each county of the state employ a county farm agent.
That each and every citizen contrib
ute his or her utmost by word and
by deed to the production of food and
more food, against the probable day
wnen otnerwiae civilization shall be
both hungry and enslaved.
I earnestly urge that each of ua
avoid waste, which under ur custom- ry habits of living has Recome as a
scandal upon us, "Joyrides" should not
be further indulged
to save gas for
serul ends, costly dinners should be
bandoned; frivolous games forgotten..
drains should no more be used in the
liquors.
manufacture of Intoxicating
Indeed, the manufacture of intoxicating liquors should be prohibited in the
nation, and we should return to live
the simple life of our fathers who sub- u en tyrants and who established for
s this "the land of the free and the
ome rf the brave."
As the servant of the people of this
state let me suggest that this proc- amaion ne widely circulated In Hpan-s- h
and English: that the same be
d
read from the pulpits and in the
from the pulpits and in the public schools as an aid In arousing our
people to arduous action in the accomplishment of the objects designated.
Citizens desiring information or aid
on the lines suggested above should
ddress Dr. A. 1). Crile. president of the
Agricultural
College. State College,
New Mexico, or the State War Commit
tee. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Done at the executive office this the
ISrd day of April. A. D. 1917.
Witness my hand and the arreat teat
of the State of New Mexico.
(Seal.)
W. E. LINDSRT.
Attested:
Governor.

Secretary of State.

other weaknesses. I'
was yery irregular
and would bar terrible pain to that I '
could hardly take a'
Up, ' Somaiimea I .
would be to miserable that I could not '
weep a' room. I
doctored part o( tho
;V 'f -- i
..,
time but felt n .
change. " I later took Lydia E, Pint- - '
ham'a Vegetable Compound and aoon-fel- t
a change for the better, I took it .
until I was In good healthy condition.
J recommend the Vinkham remedies to
all women as I have used them with such
good results.
Milford TlCum-MING822 Harmony St , Penn's Grove;
N. J.
. I'M?
i
Such testimony should be accepted by
all women as convincing evidence of
tha excellence of Lydia E. Pinkham"s
Vegetable Compound as a remedy for
the distressing ills of women such as
displacements, inflammation, ulceration,
backache, painful periods, nervousness
and kindred ailments.

-- HOW MEAN i

.
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TYPHOID

Librettist What do you think of my
new musical comedy?
Critic Beautiful.
Who designed
those lovely chorus dresses?
Wa Wot Not.
Lives there a star upon the stags,
Or Idol of the movie screen.
Who's never yet been photographed
In touring car or. limousine?
Severe Strain.
"Have you ever been able to put on a

tire without profanity?"
"I tried It once, because there was a
minister In our party," answered the
motorist, "but I'll never expose myself
to such a risk again."
"Was It dangerous then?"
"Very. I feu red every moment that
the effort I was making to keep from
swearing would hurst a blood vessel."
Safety First
"Is your cur cuptible of making 60
miles an hour?"
"I can't speak from personnl experi
ence," replied the cautious motorist,
"I thought once or twice It was going to get away from me and travel
about GO miles an hour, but I managed to stop It In time."

The Day After.
girl
Jack Who Is that
that Just bowed to you?
Tom (gloomily)
Oh, that wa my
.
sister.
Jack Why, old chap, I wasn't aware
that you had a sister.
Tom Well, I wasn't nwure of It my
self until last night.
.
.
g

,

Profitable Feasting,
.
'The Iden of spending two hours or
more at. dinner!" exclaimed the fidgety
man.

That Isn't always a waste of time,"
answered
the eminent
financier.
"Some big denls have been put tlirotigh
between courses.'"
Public Place.
"How much do you weigh Ara- bello?"
"Why, 140 pounds, Grade, dear."

"Stripped?"
"Heavens no!
drug store."

I got weighed ia a

To Be Recruiting

Officer,

Santa Fe General Pershing will be
In charge of the recruiting of the New
Mexico National Guard, and the War
Department has refused permission to
place the present officers on the
list, Governor Llndsey wa
advised. The officers all took the federal oath, and are thus In federal service, it la held. Pending Instructions
to thá contrary, the company commanders will continue the work of
recruiting In Albuquerque, Las Cruces,
Demlng, Silver City, Portales, Artesia,
Roswell and Carlsbad.

3,
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than Smallpox, Amy

experlencs has demooftratet
the almost mlraculoul afft- Caef, sad harm eatntM, of AatlQrphotd Vaoclnatloa.
Bt vaccinated MOW by you Ehilclan, yon ana
youi family. II It mors vital , than boom Inaurasct.
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CRETE IS HAVEN FOR EXILES
Fugitives From Many Lands in Canea
Where No Extradition Treaties
Are In Force.
Cnnen Is In Crete, and Is ft most
disreputably picturesque nnd Interest
ing place. Crete is a land of troubled
politics, n strategic point on which
four or five states had had their eyes
for the last decade, and until recently
It wns garisoned by the troops of
five nations. Canea Is a seaport on the
busiest Mediterranean mote, where
no extradition treaties are In force. All
of which Is another way of saying that
Canea Is a poor place to display a roll
of banknotes nnd then go home alone
by a dark street. There Is always political trouble of one sort or another
On foot, nnd (here are always numerous gentlemen of elastic morals from
purope, Asia and Africa hanging about
the cafes, writes a traveler.
They ore an interesting crew, these
exiles from thretj continents, They
range all the way from polished soldiers of fortune who have organized
nnd tyd revolutions of tlu-l- own brew- lug, to ragged Kgyptlan donkey boys
fleeing from Justice for heaven knows
what petty crime. One and all, they
have trnveled considerably they, hu.ve,
the sophisticated polish of men of the
world, whether they are 'In rags iti
broadcloth.
'...'
Conspicuous Is the use of many
tongues among this doubtful element
of the population; they shift from
to language and dialect to dialect without effort and apparently
without thought. A Greek and an Al
gerian may be quarreling In their na
tive Idioms, and the altercation
lowed with amused Indifference by
Turks, Egyptians, English, French,
Arabs, Italians. A very cosmopolita
of Canea.
circle, the
r

Inn-gun-

ts-f-
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half-worl- d

The Onty One.
'
Mrs. McDuffy So ye referred to roe

DECIDEDLY SO.

tn spakln' to Mrs1. Cassldy as "that
owld, scotdin' catamaran, Mrs. Mac."
Janitor Yon're mistaken, ma'am. It
was Mrs. McOIIItgnn next door that I
referred to.
Mrs. McDuffy Ion't add loyln to
yure other Insults. Ye well know that
OI'm the only owld, scholdln cata
ninrun fn this block.

Those persons who have nothing to
do keep the devil busy.

J'

flag-raisin-

Pershing

Mrs.

'

Patriotic employés of the Phelps
"I first examine the patient's heart
Dotage Corporation at the mill alte at to show bow much treatment he will
Tyrone, in the Burro Mountains, ara stand."
planning a large
demon
"It's unprofessional to do that be
stration to take place In that camp.
fore you examine the pocketbook."
--

and

mi

4

,

for

ble Compound
inflammation

pub-rea-

ANTONIO IAJCERO,

Positive FVoof That Lydu
E. PinkhamV Vegetable
Compound Relieves
Suffering.
Bridgeton, N.J. "I cannot ipeak too
highly of Lyrfla E. PInkham'a Vegeta--,

'

.
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An Impertinent Inquiry.
"Tes," said the hashhouse landlady,
as she poured the alleged coffee, "my
was burned at the
stake by the Indians."
"Excuse me," Interrupted the new
bonrder, who was sawing away at a
piece of meat, "but Is this the steak?"

Hundred and Sixty Pound.
"What did her father say when' he
entered the parlor and found his
plump daughter sitting In ydur lap?"
"He remarked that I had taken a
great deal on myself."

answer
to tfte
Health

Question
often lies
in a
cftange of

table drink
mum

The Spanish American
--

ReuuTBmtn
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IRVIN OGDEN, SP
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Th Ladies Aid Society of the
Church will meet next
with Mrs. J, Floersheim Thursday
May 10th. All members are urg
ed to be present at this meeting.
M. E.

Regularity
Means
Success

J. P. Martin has accepted he
position
of meat cutter in the
Entt red as
matter at the
Goodman store succeeding Barry
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
Kirby who resigned to enlist
Mr. Martin is as proficient at the
No, dear reader, it 13 not the
"block" as he is with the square
newspaper's mission to declare
Regularly is life's best insurance policy
and hammer,
saw
conditions and abuses
, againsfc
in your work - in your sleep - in your meate.
that you know of as well as we
do. When the time comes
- if
In daily duties, regularity adds strength to your
does
people
it ever
will
that the
effort.
The Roy Village Trustees pass
no longer
butter while evils ed
an Ordinance some months
are Bufferable" rather than
Regularity in adding to your bank account will
ago commanding Motor Vehicles
"Right themselves by abolishing
any person independent,
make
to drive at a speed of not over 12
forms to which they have been
miles per hour within the village
This bank will be pleased to serve you.
accustomed" we will be in on it
strong. For the present if you limits,
Realizing that this was new to
are going to stand for it anyway
many drivers I have refrained
it wont help matters in the least
to rave about them and do noth from the strict enforcement of
this ordinance and have posted
ing else.
t.
large warnings on all the "main
streets
that no one can pass with
The tragedy which resulted in
seeing.
jut
the death of 119 men in a mine
Despite these warnings it is al
of the
Co. near
most
the universal rule to ignore
Trinidad last week is the worst
peed
limits and drive on the
that has occurred since the holocaust at Dawson some years ago streets at as high speed as on the
Granville Kitchell left Mondaj
for Albuquerque to attend th
The likelihood that the explosion xmntry roads.
This is the last warning that
M. W. A. Grand Lodge. He maj
was planned and not an accident
3 look in on the Extra Session oi
is another proof that the time will be given before proceeding
for action has come for all the jo enforce this ordinance. If car Ladies Needle Club met with the Legislature on the waj
Irivers will not reduce speed to EdnaGrunig Wednesday after
people of the U. S,
We have too long rested secure the point of safety demanded by noon there was about twenty-fiv- e
The unusual demand for Flag!
in our own ideas of civilization ur ordinances without it I shall present and all aeport a good nas
almost drained the market
while the agents of Prussianism hereafter arrest every one guilty time. Mrs. Jim Teeter, Mrs. Rtv We
still
have a large supply a- thave been at work planning such )f violating this ordinance and Russel and daughters Phoebe and THE FAIRVIEW
PHARMACY,
disasters as this for us. They the fine of $10. 00 for each offense Helen were visitors, Mrs. Russel and are expecting
ship
tnoiher
imposed
will
be
partiality
without
have taken- - advantage of tht
and daughter joined that meet- ment
a few days.
in
adv
leniency of the United States t( )r favor.
ing, Next meeting will be at
Public safety demands
the Rhoda Livingstons.
plan for the distinction of oui
Remarkable Linguist
mines, factories and railroads anc itrict enforcement of this Ordingreatest of all linguistic genius'
Tho
day
spent
the
EdnaWeisdorfer
we have been loath to believ ance and my duty as an officer
as undoubtedly Giuseppe Mezzofnnt.
ivho died In 1840. Not only could- th
that the explosions and othei will be faithfully done in future. Monday with Edith Butler.
wonderful Italian read 50 or CO, dli
R. C. GRUNIG,
tragedies that have occurred ii
Chas. Depew, 0. A. Butler and ferent languages, besides many diu
Village
Marshall.
planned
past
been
have
the
yeirs
family and Emil Weisdorfer leets, but ho could also speak and
and executed in cold blood by the
with astonishing fluency. It v:h
John Rcbisonand Henry Camp and family spent Wednesday contended that lI"K:;if.:nll ci'il ci
"Imperial German Government'
evening at the Ben Grunig home verso with natives of pruirticully ever;
It appears now that we have oui oell both remembered us Satur- eating
quarter of the globe.
choice between helping to crush day with subscription payments
purchased
Butler
Lawrence
out this German octopus or facing be fóre the rain came and they
The Woodlot.
the Tractor from Mr. Ames and
The farm woodlot can furnish wor!
not only the probability but the iot too busy to think of such
for men uud teams during the white
is Breaking on his place now,
possibility of submitting to "The tv,:"ora.
months when other work Is scarce, lie
We
Imperial German" rule.
Mrs. Freeman spent Wednes- sides uldlng the farmer on the labo
would not be Germans but theii
day night with her daughter question, the woodlot can supply u por
tion of the building material, the bull
slaves and, with the recorded and
Mrs. L. Butler.
of the repair material and a largo part
proven atrocities they have com
The ball game between Mills
If not all, of the fuel used on the av
erage farm, In addition, the
mitted on the Belgians and French and Roy Sunday was pitiful to
Mr. Giles, of Clinton Oklahoma woodlot may be made a source of out
people we need to bettea our say the least, The Mills team, a
well known cattle buyer t was side income through sales of timber
a
really formidable aggregation
selves while it is yet time.
ties or fuel wood.
here last week and bought' a lot
of ball players and in training
of cattle which are being driven
Birds Ftared by SnaKea.
Lee McBride who lives 17 miles came down to practice with what
Snakes in Soeth Africa fear the
week..; Geo. Ray
Clayton
this
to
north of Mills, drove to Roy in Roy could scratch up for a team sold him 300 head, Pete Laum-bac- h
ami will even crawl away
'rom Its shadow'. This bird devour
h;scar Tuesday and had bills but it wasn't even a practice.
160 and Henry Stone 25 head makes and can easily kill a reptile
printed for a sale Thursday May Mills ran up 21 scores and Roy
wlc its size.
10th. HeSvill sell 8 horses, other managed to bring in pnemeasely
Mrs. Judy called to send the
uuatituta for i oocce.
stock, wagons, harness, house azore.
to her daughter, Gladys, at Throughout the troplcul Orient th
v
we
a
big
see
goods
a
quite
etc. It is
a
expected test and
hold
She is in the hos- natives employ a substitute for tobacAlbuquerque.
sale and he gives 7 month time chance for Roy to have a ball pital with Appendicitus at pre- co consisting of a slice of nrlcapalm
in betel leaf, flavored
without interest.
team when the younger genera, sent and her aunt has gone from. nut. wrapped
with a flue lime made of native sea
SuktciipttM
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Last Warning

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

Victor-Americ-

NEW MEX.

ROY,

an

Hi

1

Prairie View

-

writ-the-

ice-crea-

Base Ball

!

well-ke-

p
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tion grows up.

"Me and Him" will gives
In the meantime we take the"
dance at the Hall in Roy, Satur-nig- liberty in behalf of the Roy Girls
May 5th, All are invited to challenge the Mills Girls to
to
anything from a Beauty-shoMrs. F. A. Roy orders the
abase ball game or anything
sent to her nephew, Earl McMin they want to name and we'll let
imy who is now imployed by the our last "sou" on their ability to
Chas. Ilfeld Co, at their store at win.
Santa Rosa, N. M. It is a lot
The Roy H. S. boys drove to
easier than writing letters and
Saturday to play ball
Springer
besides he wants the Roy news.
with a "Kid Nine" of that town
0
and
They got walloped
to
use
trying
are
friends
their
Dear Sir- :- At a meeting of the
them
to
induce
this
lesson
a
as
State Highway Commission held
in the city of Santa Fe on the to try to excel in mental attainments. Roy Hall had an acci
2Íst day of April, 1917, the
resolution was adopted. dent with his Ford and he and
It is desired that the resolution the boys with him walked home
from near Mills as one of the
be given the widest publicty pc
ht

w
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fol-owi-

ss-ib- le

consequences.
and we ask your
to this end.
RESOLUTION No. 1
ffilfi
WHEREAS;
it is necessary at
this crisis in the life of the Nation, and in view of the threatened shortage of foodstuffs in the
United States and in the world,
that all the energies of the people be exerted to the fullest extent for the planting and production of grain and other crops, 1
therefore be it
RESOVED:-th- at
it is the sense
of the State Highway Commission that road work, ex'cept emergency work, be temporarily
suspended during the planting
season and that all the equipment and facilities of the State
be ut'lized as far a3 practicable
to assist in preparing ground and
planting and cultivating crops.

shells, and colored with carmine. The
habit is universal, especially with the
women, and sellers of "betel nut" may
be seen on many of the street corners
In Saigon and Other cities oí Indo-

Tucumcari to care for her.

Miss Grace Worley is assisting
as saleslady in the Floersheim
Store getting ready for opening china.
and thruoutthe grand rush.
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Hospital. Notes
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Remember

Mrs. Clarence Driskillis at Dr.
Plumlee's Hospital with a very
When you want to
sick baby.
and feel good and&e
good
look
to the
come
Mrs. Beam, living east of town Good
is at the Hospital this week.
.

Mrs. Andreas .Trujillo,
lano. was operated on

of So

at Dr

Plumlee's Hospital this week and
is still in the hospital with her
baby, who is also sick.

GroverTill. of Mills was in
town Monday. He attended Court
at Mora with 42 affidavits indicat
tag fraud in the School election
at Mill with the intention
Dreaentinir his case to the Grand
jury. He informs us he was not
oermitted to go before the Grand
J lnr at all with his complaint
and he returns with much the
S me feeling others have experi
ended

after their first visit tc

Roy Barber Shop

where you can pass off the
time and enjoy your self. You
wont take the blues waiting for
a shave; you can play pool and
hold your turn; smoke the best
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in
town, and the best of all be in
the best Barber Shop in town;

Now Come On

You're Next

!

S. H. Jenkins,
JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

Mora.

S. S. Contest
At the 5th, Sunday Conventior
held last Sunday at Mills, it wi s

Office

Prompt Attention
at Solano, New Nexico.

decided to promote a contes
among the S. S. on the me3a. A
C.N. ROARK
pennant will be given to the wii
Clayton New Mex.
ner at the next convention ir
luly to be held at Pleasant View.
LAND PLATS of all kinds
Mr. J. M. Elder, Roy, R.F.D,
Abstracts of U. ' S. Land
is to have charge of the contest.
MAPS.
Office Records,
The contest is for psreent oí
Prompt Attention
attendance and new scholars zi
each school will have an equa
:hance.
For best results mail your
The contest will begin the 3rc films ta Lafayette Studio.
"
Sunday in May.
Poy, New Mexico,
1

S. R Crouse was down frorr
Milis Monday taking in the sights

A SYMBOL OF HEALTH.

The Pytha?orians of Ancient Greece
He has quit thai
of the town.
joke of his about not having wa- ate simple food, practiced temperance
and purity. As a badge they used the
ter for his radiator.
five pointed star which they regarded

S. F. Davis
fine whiskers

has shaved off the

A red five
as a symbol of health.
pointnd star appears on each package

that has adorned of Chamberlain's Tablets, and still ful- its ancient mission a a symbol of
his face all winter, We are in
indiclined to believe he is better lopk health. Ii ycu are troubled with
gestion, biliousness or constipation,
ing without them,
get a package of thee tableta from
your druggist." You will be surprised

Fisher. Merchant, Néwg at theduick relief, which they afford Q
publisher
paper
and Real estate
Obtainable everywhere.
Roy
Monday
man at Mills was in
and a business caller at this office
320 acres, best
FOR SALE;
He is a busy man these days.
mproved land to be found any
A. D.

mile from Roy City
well, two tanks,
house, barn, fenced and cross
"I have been a sufferer from stom fenced, 130 acres in or to be put
ach trouble for a number tf yeare,
in crops this spring. Inquire at
and although I have used a great num
Variety
Machine Works. Roy N.
ber of remedies recommended for this
where.

3-- 4

CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS
Limits, good
HAVE DONE WONDERS FOR ME'"

comilaint, Chamberlain's Tablets is M.
the Hist medicine that has jriven me T 2 pd.
positive and lasting relief, " writes
Mr, Anna Radin, Spencerport, N. Y.
"Chamberlain's Tablets have dtne
wonders forme and I vulue them high
ly. " Obtainable everywhere,

J. E. WILDMAN

Worry List

Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance

A worclug woman onpe made i
Mrs. Stevens,' of Springer, is '1st of the possible unfortunate eventf
An error was made in the dis- here helping in the Floersheim and happenings which she felt sun
Store getting the new stock would come to pass and be dlsastrom cription of the new Rural Route
to her happiness and welfare". Thf
arranged for the grand opening. list was lost, and to her nntaaement No. 1 which is to be established
Office at Residence
Roy.
from
The
1st
Route
June
r
she recovered it, a long time after
ROY, N. M
Joe Gilstrap, of the Roy Tele- wards, and found that not n single un goes one mile north from M. L.
prediction in the whole cntn Rhyne corner east two miles
phone Exchange has plowed up fortunate
logue of disasters hud been realized
FOR SALE:-Sp- an
of Horses,
to Hutchison Corner, .thence
his lots north of Dr. Plumlee's
Span of Mules, Two good tents
south ane mile to Ogden corner.
Hospital and will plant them to
will sell or trade.
and thence from this corner as
He
?
spring.
this
Garden truck
See team at my farm 2 miles
outlined in the
has been a soldier and knows
east of Solano.
There are a number of gates
what "Preparedness" in the way
Then you will have a
H. R. Johnson
on
Rural Route "A" that must
in
time
ef a food supply mean3
PUBLIC SALE.
. Solano, N. M.
be opened and. left open by June
of war.
There's only one REAL Auc- 1st, also several places in the
tioneer in the Country, Thats - - roads that must be fixed prior to

SELLING OUT?

S--

.JlH Col

ilH

o

F. O. WHITE

this date.

I1

o

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

All boxes should be up prior to
this dáte and Postmaster notified
His address is MILLS N. M.
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
to send mail out on Route. ReYou can have SALE BILLS member only Government ap- Roy
printed and make dates at the, proved boxes can be used. Routes
Roy, start postively Friday June 1st.
Office.
n
New Mexico.
witn dail service
Wm. G. Johnson,

-

SOON

Spanish-America-

O

Mention I

1 Personal

Southwestern Hotel

Professional Cards

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and

Careful Attention

Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

Animal3 Have No Sense of Rhythm.
Animals have no sense of rhythm
though, they nmy be taught to dance."
This In the nnnnuiiceuieut of Doctor
Craig of the University of Milne.
"Horses driven in span." he snys in the
Guide to Nature, "make no attempt tc
Two birds, however
step together.
sweetly they slngsnlo, never sing ir
time with one another nor with nnj
other music. liven the
dancing
animals of the circus get their rhythm
from the trainer, not from the tune.'

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
Look for the Best
it less easy to uproot
faults than to choke them by gaining virtues. Do not think of your
fatlts; still less of others' faults; in
every person who comes near you
look for what Is good hnd strong;
honor that; rejoice In it; and your
faults will drop off, like dead leaves,
when their Hme comes. Ituskin.
You will find

''V-'-v-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Diplomacy In the Home.
Every now and then wife urges
Department of the Interior
tmsbaud to buy some new clothes for
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N" M iilinself, ut If
he is a pretty good
talker hi. can get out of It without
April 10 1917
routing bur mad. Fort Worth Star.
Notice is heroby given that villiara
C. Wickham of Mosquero N. M. who
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
n July 8, 1013, made II. E. No. 016H65
for the SEi and SWJ Seo U Twp 18N. Department of
the Interior, U. S. Land
Rng 28E NMFM, has filed
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
notice of intention to make Three
Apr. 11, 1917
Years Final Proof, to establish
Notice is hereby given that Edna
claim to the land above described
before W H Willcox, U 8 Comisioner at Grunig formley Edna Owen, of Roy
N. M. who on Msrch 80 1914 made H.
diis office at Roy N. M., on the 8th da y
H, No. 017620 for NEi Section 2
..
June, 1017
Township 19N Range 26E N. M. P.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Merinian, has filed notice of intention
John Ü, Tobler
J, Frank Smith to make three year final proof to estab
William T. Lofton Robert F. Moore
lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
Mosquero
of
New
Mexico
All
N M on the 13th day of June 1917
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. G, Grunig
George Lan.b
R. C. Grunig .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Martin Rhyne
All of Roy N M
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
:' Office at Clayton, New Mex
Apr. 10, 1917
iiotiee is hereby given that Teresitt
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION ".
Cordova formerly Martinez de Tafoya
of Gallego N. M. who on Msr.2 19U Department If tha Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,'
made H. E. Jío 017430, for NEJ 8t
April .2, 1917 ;
tion 15 NWi Section 14 Township 17ÍÍ
Notice is hereby given that Harry
JÍ29E. N. M.P. Meridian has filed notic,
Nebhut, of; David, New Mexico,
of intention to make Three Year proof A.
who, on January 28, 1916, made Hometo establish claim to the land abovs
stead Entry No: 021548, for Ne
'described, before Juanita Q Gonzales Section 20, Township 18N, Range 30E,
U. S. Commissioner at her cffice in N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
Gallegos N.M.on June 4 1917.
intention to make Final Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Sanchez Catarino Trujillo above described, before Juanita G.
s,
Gonzales, U. S. Commissioner at
Apolonjs Arguello Policarpio Cordova
New Mexico, on the 9th day of
all of Gallegos N, M.
May, 1917.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
9
Ran Woods, Pierse Field, Paine
Field, J. T. McFarland, all of David,
New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Register.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'
Apr. 14, 1917.
Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that Lawrence
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Butler of Roy N. M. who on Feb. 25,
April, 2, 1917.
1914 made H. E. No. 017564 for
NEl-SSec 12 Twp. 19N
NVVi-SNotice is hereby given that Eugenia
Rng. 26E. N. M P Meridian has filed Mascáronos, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
notice of intention to make three year who, on April 25, 1914, made Homeproof to establish claim to the stead Entry, No. 017806, for EYa.
S. E.tf , Section 15 and
S. W.4
land above described, before F. H. Fos14, Township 17N, Range 30E,
ter U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New Section
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
on June 12 1917.
filed notice of intention to make three
as
witnesses:
names
Claimant
year proof, to establish claim to the
O. A. Butler
Videl C. Martinez
land above described,
before Mrs.
R. C.
L. E. Deubler
Juanita G. Gonzales, U. S. Commit
All of Hoy New Mexico.
sioner, at Gallegos, on the 9th day of
May, 1917.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rosendo Fuentes, of Gallegos, N.
M., Catarino Trujillo, of Gallegos, N.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land M.,Juan L. Baca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Isais Fuentes, of Gallegos, N. M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Apr 10, 1917,
Register.
Notice is hereby given that
Adam Szewczyk, of Roy New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1

MORA COUNTY
of the Commissioner of Public
.... Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant

Office

to the provisions of an Act cf Congress, approved June 29, 1910, the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and the
rules and regulations of the State Land
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
Office, the Commissioner of Public
Commissioner of Public Lands
Lands will offer at Public Sale to the
State of New Mexico
highest bidder at 11 o'clock, A. M, on
Wednesday, June 20th, 1917, in the
town of Mora, County of Mora, State
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
of New Mexico, in front of the Court
House therein, the following described In the District Court, County of Mora
Fred S. Brown,
tracts of land, viz:

THE UNIVERSAL CAW

Roy Garag e
and LIVERY

Sale No. 761, WH NWÍ4 Sec. 1, T.
19N, Rng 23 E., NEV4
SW
NW
Sec. 84, Ntt Stt Sec. 35, Twp
20NM Rng 23E, containing 320.18 acres
There are no improvements on the
above described tract of land. "
Sale No. 762, All of Sec. 17, T 19N.
R. 24E, containing 640 acres. There'
are no improvements on the above described tract of land. ,

SE,

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

Repair WorkTsSLxr
F. S. Brown,

6--

,

ROY,

7

Proprietor

NewMéx;

of fencing, value 125.
Sale N. 764, SEVi SEVi,' Sec. 28,
NEV4, NE4 SEV4 Sec. 33. WH SWV
Sec. 34, T. 20N, R. 25É, containing
320 acres. There are no improvements
on the above described tract of land.
Sale No. 765, EH EH Sec. 6, All
of Sec. 7, NEH, NEV NW
Sec. 18,
T. 21N, R. 25E, containing 999.57
acres. There are no improvements on
the above described tract of land.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Sale No. 766, EH, SWH Sec. 24,
NH NWH Sec. 25, NH NEH, SEi
NEV4, WH SEH, SEH SWH Sec. 26

The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

SJ-S-

Percdicab and Stationery

W,

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Tcüet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
Ladies
and
A place to eat for
Gentlemen
to.
We endeavor at all times
serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistan t
.

who on May 12, 1910 , made H E. No.
Section 31 Department of the Interior U. S. Land
for Lots
Township 20N Range 26E. N, M. P.
Office at Clayton, Now Mex,
Apr 4, 1917.
Meridian has filed notice of intension
011269

Quite Simple.

Jones "But how enn I levo my
selghbor as myself, when ills dog howls
ill night?" The Parson "Why, very
?nsy, brother Jonus very easy just
poison his dog !"

Puck.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of (he Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 11, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Clarita
Gallegos of David New Mexico who on
Nov. 9, 1911, made, H. E. No. 014116
Section 22
and wJ-Sfor Wi-NW- 'i
Township 18N. Range 31E. N. M. P.

has filed' nti:3 of intention to make final five - year proof,
to establish claim to tha land above described, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
U S Com, at Gallegos N M on the
11th, day of June 1917.
Claimant names as' witnesses:
Meliton Labuto
Julio Labato
Pedro N Uael
Anicacio Rael
New Mexico.
All of David

Meridian

PAZ VALVERDE
4--

Register

5--

Notice is hereby given that John W
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
Wyre of Roy, N. M. who on Not. 28
when in Roy, knowing "we can serve you better and
1913 made E
No. 617268 for NEi-Ngire you more fof your money than anyone else.
Sec. 15 SEJ-SSee 12 Twp 20 N
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
,
Rng 28 jUnd SWJ-SW- J
Seo 7 and
I
J.F.AivNETT
Prop'r.
S, 18 T. 20 N, R. 27 E, N M P
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
WHOOPING
COUGH.
Daily Thought. ..
efore F.H. Foster. U S. Commisioner
A single grateful Umuslit turned
at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
One cf the most successful prepaleaden ward Is the must perfect prayer.
on May 18, 1917
rations in use for this disease is
Lessin?. '
Chamberlrin's Cough Remedy. S. W.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mcdinton, Blandón Springs, Ala.,
B. G. Hall
C.E. Kidd
RHEUMATISM.
writes, '"Our baby had whooping
.
E. K. Ivey
Lyphus Kirby
cough as bad as most aiiy baby could
If you are troublei with chronic or
All of Roy New Mexico
have it, I gave liim Chamberlain's muscular rheumatism give Chamber
PAZ VALVERDE,
Cough Remeily and it soon got him lain's Liniment a trial. The re! ef
Register
from pain which it affords is alone
weir'.Obtainab le everywhere,
worth many times its cost
NOTICE F0r. PUBLICATION.
NOTICE iO; PL LOCATION
Obtainable everywhere.
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior U S Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, K". M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Apr. 4 1917
,
Api-- 7 1917
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
April 11 1917
is
hereby
given
Notice
that
Armijo of Mills, N. M. who on Mar. 4
given
hereby
that
Notice
is
M
who on
1914 made H. E. No. 017621 for the Lyphus Kirby of Roy, N.
who
forWi-NW- i Charles H. Welch, of Roy N. M.
016529
1913
made
8,
U.K.
July,
Sj- - NWI:
SecWon 17
on Nov, 2, 1913 made II. K. No. 017120
8
and
SwJ,
Section
25IS
21N
has
Twp
Rng
forNEj-SWJ
and SEJ-SE- J
Twp 20N liante 27E. NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make thn e
See 2.j Twp 20M. Hng 25E. N. M. P.
three
filed notice of intention to make
year final proof, to establish claim lo
Meridian, has filed notice of intento the
he land above described, before W H year proof, to establish claim
tion
to make three Year Proof, to
land above described, before F.
willcox, U S com: at Roy N M
claim to the land above
establish
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
on May 18, 1917
before F. H Foster, U S
described
office at Roy, N. M. on . June 1917
New Mexico, on
claimant names as witnesses:
Comr.
at Hoy,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lino Maestas
Alejandro Montoya
June 13, ID17
Alberto Maestas
Magarito M Viil
C. E. Kidd
Claimant names as witnesses:
John W. Wyre
Elmer Neal
E, B. Homes,
All of Mills, N.M.
William Bowman
B, F. Emerson
Andrew Kempá.
A. Patrick?,
PAZ VALVERDE,
All of Roy New Mexico
Register.
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VAI..VERDS

t

2

EJ-S-

NMFM

LONG-DISTANC-

No bid oh the above described tract
of land 'will be accepted for lesa than
Ten. Dollars ($10.00) per, acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the successful bidder

must pay for the improvements that
éxiRt on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and conditions, viz.:
Except for lands .selected for the
Santa Fe and Giant County R. R.
Bond Fund the successful bidder mu3t
;ay to the Commissioner of Public
Lands, or his agent holding such sale
one twentieth of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent inter-2in advance for the balance of such
ourchase price, the fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each
and all of said amounts must be deposited in cash or certified exchange
at the time of sale, and which said
amounts and all of them are subject
to forfeiture to the State of New Mexico if the successful bidder does not
execute a contract within thirty days
nfter it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide that the purchaser may at hie
option make payments of net less thar
of ninety-fiv- e
per. cen'
if the purchase price at any time affcei
the sale and prior to the exniration
f thirty years from date of the contract, and to nrovidc for ths payment
if any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years from the dnte ni
the contract, with interest on deferred
Registei.
jnymcnts at the rate of four per cent
per annum payable in advance on the
inniversary of the date of contract.
partial payments to be credited on the
anniversary of the date of contract
next following the date of tender.
U. Stkoncj, County Treasurer
Tom J. TAYLon, Jr.. Absructo i
The sale of lands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond
Fund will be subject to the above
terms and conditions except that the
".'.ccesful bidder must nay in cash or
Mora, New Mexico
rertified exchange at the time of ?ale
of the purchase price offer-?- d
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
by him for the land, four ner cent
Mora County.
interest in advance for the balance of
luch purchase price and will be
to
Titles
Lands in the Mora Grant are being!
to execute n contract providing
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
for the payment of the balance of such
nurcbase price in thirty equal, annual
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
installments, with interest on all deferred payments at the rate of four
All Mtter entrusted to m dispatched with Promiitoem nd Accuror
per cent ner annum in advance, pay
Your Butlnen Kfspectiully Solioiud
ments and interest due on October 1st
J;

5--

Roy Telephone Co.
Connects with

The said defendant ara hereby

PHONE at Springer.

E

.

st

C.

NJ-SK-

th

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

me-ten- th

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

u
no-

tified that a suit to quiet title has boon
commenced against them in the Dia- -.

trict Court for the County of Mora,
State of New Mexico, by said Plaintiff
Fred S. Brown, whereby he seeks to
quiet title to ths South half of the
Northeast quarter of Section 13, Town-shi- p
19, North of Range 27 East, and
Lots two and three of section 18, Town
ship 19 north of Range 28 East, containing 161 and
acres. That
plaintiff's title there to,' be forever
quieted and set at rest, and for the
costs of this action, that unless you
enter or causo to be entered your appearance in said suit on or before the
26th day of May, A. D., 1917, decree
PRO CONFESSO therein will be ren- dered against you.
Dated this 31st day of March, A. D.,
1917.
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
,
J. B. LUSK,
Clerk
Roy New Mexico,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
10-1-

Methodist Episcopal Church

ue $943.60.

.

ROY, N. M.

No. 24f5

NWV4 Sec. 35, T. 23N, R. 19E. (SEAL)
By Milnor A. Rudolph,
SH SWH, NEH SW Sec. 18, NW
4t .
Deputy
WH NEH, SEH NEVi, NH SH.
SWyt SEV4, Lot 4, Sec. 19, NWH
NE'4, SH NWH Sec. 30, T. 23N. R.
Church Directory
20E, containing 1.604,02 acres. The
improvements on the above described
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
tract of land consist of house, value
$10.
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
No bid on the above described tract? at
Christian Churcn.
Your
of land will be accepted for less thar
presence
is
necessary.
,
Five Dollars (S5.00) per acre, which
Rev. G. B. Hall, Suptl
is the appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the successful liirlder
must pay for the improvements that
exist ou the land.
Y. P. S. C.
R, C . Grunig, President
Each of the above described tract?
will be offered for sale separately.
Miss uluan Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Sale No. 767, SWH'SWU Sec. 2,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evenT. 21N, R. 25E., containing 40 acres.
ing at 7 o'clock.
The improvements on this land conA cordial welcome extended to
sist of reservoir, fencing, and plowall visitors.
ing value $200.
No bid on the above described tract
of land will be accepted for less than
CATHOLIC
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In adMass once each month at the
dition thereto the successful bidder
must pay for the improvements that Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
exist on the land.
Rev Fr. Ant. Csllier.
Sale No. 768, All of Sec. 36, T. 22N,
R. 25E, containing 640 acres. The imPrieat in charge,
provements on thU .land consist of
well, windmill, tanks, and fencing, val-

i

Office and Exchange,

'

Lucas Vigil, Juan Vigil,
Doroteo Vigil, Isabel Vigil,
Librado Vinl. Marina Vicil. and
TeodoriU Vigil, heirs of Maria
M. Komo, deceased, and all unknown heirs of said defendants
Defendants.

Nt-NW-

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's,

,'.

E,

6--

Tim

vs.

NE4

EJ

6--

.

Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad

1

. i

SE14

Bond Fund. The improvements on the
above described tract of land consist

Gal-lego-

v

NE'

SE4,'

5,' Ntt
Sec. 7, WH
SWVi Sec.'a,'T. 18N, R. 26E. NE4
SE
Sec. 25, T. 19N,' R. 25E, Ntt
SWVi Sec. 30, WH SE4 Sec. 31, $V4
Sec; 34, T. 19N, R. 26E, conNW
taining 487.02 crea selected for the

SW4-Sc-

.

,U make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land above desF. K, Foster
cribed befort
U. S. Commissioner at RoyN. Hex.
on Jun 9 , 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F.1 L. Scbutts,
Stanislaus Rychtewski
,
t
t.i
mi.
.uomar;
noime
Ueorgn uapie,
All of Roy N M
rAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Ño. 763, SWJi '

Sale

.

1

of each year.
The Commissioner of Public Land3
cf New Mexico, or his agent, holding
such sale, reseñes the right t reject any and all bids offered at raid
sale. Possession under contracts of
sale for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st, 1917
Witness my hand and the official 3eal
of the State Land Office this 2nd day
of April, A. D, 1917.

State of New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

6--

1

,

SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
'

1st

& 3d

Sundars

at 7.30 P. M

.
BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each ' month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11 A. M

CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of eachj month

at

11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.

Communion service
ing service.

at the

morn-

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

NOTICE Í OK PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at CI avion, N. M.
Apr. 10, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Roseoe D. Haines of Mosquero N. M.
who on Nov. 8, 1910 made H. E. No.
012::80for the SK Section 15 Town-

ship 18N. liante 2SE. N. M. P.
Meridian has filed , notice of intention to make five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before W. II. Willcox, U, S.
Commissioner, at liU oflloe at Roy,
N M on the 11 day of June 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James F Stnitli Charles W McNeil
Cleve Hamil
John C. Lin son
All of Mosquero N. M,
PAZ VALVERDE,
--

Register

19

d

t

Daily Thought
All the greatest men live in their
purpose and effort more thsa it Is pos

slble for them to

Uve

iu reality.

( FACE, HEAD AND SHOULDERS

OF A HORSE

By MARY

4 thrilling mystery story

about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find it again

ROBERTS
RINEHART

her aside.! By the. end of her short va. i Rh. nrnA
ho. ....
cation ( nrlotta Harrison was wildly, to locker-roo-nv
a, quick glance?
od
shot
r ."
love.,with the younger Wilson... . ,.
'
.
at Sidney.
They, continued to meet,- -' Üot 'as' '' Thilppened to be on your street the"
mucu a upipre.jBtrc.eoce a veek, per- - lothert .night," she said..., "You W
haps, :jhf meeting were full of daft-- f acrosVthe Tbtreet fronr'WIJsous'; don't
Wm-'-t,,
y
w"u i. iur. uiu gin iney lost " JftUJ
'
by tal quality, they gained attraction
'J
"Yes."' 1 ' ' " "
for
She was shrewl enough '71 thtropht Bojlhaiflleard you speak
to realce her own situation. The thing of the house. Your
dur brother wái
w í
t.l.í-.j- '
rav Trend of the Story. ,'
i'
nao icjne wrong. -- .Shis Ci;ed,.tadd he standing on faé steps,
:
'-..r
w
K.. LMoyne torotnet
;...
at tjíe rage t"W. where
did not It was his game now not
;
aiuney laugncu.
uey,
Amia,.and her old muid afinCHjiiTlet, dVetfmakér, '
hers.
,
f
"I have no brother. That's a robrtiy
;
;
'
,
H
' All women
,
....
K. v...... Through the Onflüenetf of Dr. Max Wtlsjin. a successful young '
!.
are
intuitive;
er,
women
a Mr. Le Moyne. It Isn't replly
in
surgeon. Sidney becomes
probationary nurseat the hospital. Aunt
love aw dangerously so. As well as right to 'call him a roomer; he's out
' Harriet ojtns a fashionable Shop downtowd and prospers. Christine '
she knew that his fcasslun for her was of the fiwnlly now."
Loren and Paltrier Howe aré about to be married, and they
not fbá" real tliliitr. mn
are going
''Le Mbyne !"
to take.rooms at the Pages'. Sidney Is loved by K., by Joe Drummond
thuf there was growing up In his heart
a
He hud even taken another named
beau attentive from high school days, and by Doctor Max, who fascisoineimug ana to tne real thing for It hud hit him hard, for sure.
FISTULA OF LONG STANDING.
nates her. At the hoHpltal she begins to see the underside of the
Sidney, Page. Suspicion became cerK.'s name had struck an always re
world. She meets Carlotta Harrison, who Is very "thick" with
tainty
after a talk, they had over the sponsive chord In Sidney. The two (Prepared by the United States Depart- - highest point of, the poll and should
Doctor
Max. K. LeMoyne Is a mystery. He works at the gas office as a
. ment of Agriculture.)
suppi-- f
table at a country toadhouse girls went toward the elevator Jo .
clerk
The head of a horse should be small, usually be carried forward. To add
but his past Is hidden, and Doctor Max knows something about him
the duy after Christine's wedding,
refined, and clean cut. It should not to the appearance they should be of
which he keeps secret. Sidney goes to Christine's home to prepare
How was the wedding tiresome?"
for
be either too concave (dished) or delicate texture, taper to 'graceful
the wedding and finds the bride-to-b- e
In a queer mood.
"Thrilling I There's always some- convex
(bulging) between the eyes, the points, and be covered with fine balr.
thing thrilling to me In a man tying
former suggesting a timid disposition, Lopped ears are very unsightly and
himself up for life to one woman.
the latter strong will power. Com many tricks are used to cover up such
CHAPTER X Continued.
suung in tne back of the It's It's so reckless."
pare
the sides of the face and note any defects, such as tying together with
cnurcn Detweeu nurrlet and Anna, the
Her eyes narrowed. "That's not ex
dissimilarity
which may be due to dis fine thread the ear nets which the
She got up quickly, and, trailing her wedding was Sidney Sidney
actly
Law
the
and the Prophets, Is lti"
horse may be wearing, or the ears
only.
ease.
side
view of the head should
Ihe
ong satin train across the floor, bolted Afterward he could
"It s the truth. To think of select
not remember the
themselves may be tied together, tha
show
a
comparatively straight line
the door. Then from Inside her cor wedding party at all. The
ing out of all the world one woman,
from the poll to the nose. Extremely hnirs of the foretop hiding the thread.
sage she brought out and held to Sid' hlra was Sidney, rather awedservice for nnd electing to spend the rest
of one's
very
and
heavy Jaws are not desirable, especiul Slight operations are also performed
ney a letter. "Special delivery. Read enous,
oesiae tne altar. It was Sid- days with herí Although"
with the object of remedying this dely In horses of the lighter classes.
Itney who came down the aisle to
His eyes looked past Carlotta Into
fect.
the
Mouth.
The
should
It was very short; Sidney read It triumphant strains of the
mouth
exam
be
wedding distance.
Poll. The poll should be examined
ined for unsound or abnormal teeth
at a glance:
march, Sidney with Max beside her I
"Sidney Page was one of the brides
signs of poll evil, a disease caused
for
in the condition known as parrot by bruising
On his right sat Harriet, having maids," he said Irrelevantly. "She was
the top of the head. InAik your future husband If he knows a
upper
mouth
the
front
teeth
overlap
'
reached the first pinnacle of her new lovelier than the bride."
girl at zu
avenue.
flammation In this region, usually acbelow,
those
while
In
parrot
reverse
career. The wedding gowns were sucPretty, but stupid," said Carlotta.
mouth the lower front teeth overlap companied by discharge of pus, would
Three months before, the Avenue cessful. They were more than that
"I like her. I've really tried to teach
those above.
If either condition is lead one to suspect this disease, which
would have meant nothing to Sidney, they were triumphant
things,
but you know" She
Sitting there, her
Is often slow to yield to treatment and
present
is not able to bite
the
horse
anew,
now sne
cnnstine, more so she cast comprehensive eyes over the shrugged her shoulders.
may break out again after It Is
which
off food; and while he may eat hay
phisticated, had always known.
church, filled with potential brides.
Doctor Max was learning wisdom.
and grain by getting them into his thought to be cured. It often leaves
"You see," she said. "Thafa what But to Anna, watching the ceremony If there was a twinkle In his eye, he
mouth with his lips, be would starve ugly scars after healing.
I'm up against"
with blurred eyes and Ineffectual veiled It discreetly. But, once again
Neck. A clean-cu- t
throat latch on
on short pasture. Tongues held outQuite suddenly Sidney knew who bluish lips, was coming her hour. Sit- In the machine, he bent over and put
a crested neck of good length gives a
side
mouth
the
unsightly.
are
girl
ting
bis
the
at 213
cheek against hers.
bnck in the pew, with her hands
Avenue was. The
Muzzle. The nostrils should
be horse style and beauty of outline and
paper she held In her hand was hospi- folded over her prayerbook, she said
"You little cat
You're Jealous." he
lurge, clear, and pliable, with the In- consequently enhances his value. In
tal paper with the heading torn oft. a little prayer for her straight young said exultantly.
side rose colored at rest and deep red mature stallions the development of
The whole sordid story lay before her : daughter, facing out from the altar
Nevertheless,
although he might
during
exercise.
Nostrils constantly a full crest Is an Indication of mascu
smile, the Image of Sidney lay very
Grace Irving, with her thin face and with clear, unafraid eyes.
distended and hard should lead one to linity. Evidences of bleeding, Indi
cropped hair, and the newspaper on
As Sidney and Max drew near the close to his heart those autumn days.
suspect heaves, a disease which Is dis- cating previous bad health, should be
door, Joe Drummond, who had been And Carlotta knew It
the floor of the ward beside her I
cussed
later. Note whether the nose looked for in the Jugular vein, and it
She picked up her veil and set the standing at the back of the church.
is deformed or crooked conditions Is also advisable to lay back the mane
Sidney came off night duty the mid
coronet on her head. Sidney stood turned quickly and went out He
which mar the horse's looks. If the nnd look for scars. The neck should
with the letter In her hands. One of stumbled, rather, as if he could not dle of November. The night duty had
lip is not held firmly against the Join the shoulders smoothly.
under
been a time of comparative peace to
K.'s answers to her hot question had seo'.
Shoulders. Short shoulders do not
upper It may be due to a lack of
been this : "There Is no sense In look- Carlotta. There were no eveninca
generally indicate sufficient room for
vigor.
Frequent
deapplication
a
of
lug back unless It helps us to look
when
Doctor
Max could bring Sidney
CHAPTER XI.
a large heart and for lungs capable of
back to the hospital In his car.
ahead., ,What your little girl of the
"Pretty, but Stupid," Said Carlotta.
handling a maximum quantity of air.
Sidney's
s
ward lias been Is not bo Important as
The supper at the White Springs ho
at home were oc
Straight shoulders favor a low, short,
what she Is going to be.-- " i "
tel had not been the Inst sunner Car casions for agonies of Jealousy on Cap gether. With a very little encouragestubby action of the front feet A low
i'.Ewá granting. this-tbe jtme." she lotta Harrison and Max Wilson had imma part, ua sucn an occasion, a ment, Sidney talkecT óf K. She was
carriage of the head, with a heavy Iryflalij t9 Christina slowly "and It may taken together. 'Carlotta had selected month, after jfbeweddlng; she could not pleased i at Miss. Hdrrison's friendly
responsive mouth are often associated
drily 'be "malicious, after .all, Chri- for her vncrttio'ri' a small town within contain-lierstlf- ;
1ie pleaded herí old tone,' glad that things, were- - all right
with a long back and a correspondingly
stineit's" surely over ahd (forte with. easy: motoring distance bf''ttiV cltv. excuse of hea'dafhe,: and toot the trot-le- between, tliem- again. At,her floor she
short underline, whereas the opposite
to a point inéar the -- end ot
put bj tiuald. hand, pn; the gifl's arm.
,ilt; not Palmer; past that concerns ana two or yiree' times during, Tier two
proportions, namely, a short back 'and
After
was
'I
uuyr
afraid I had offended you or
twilight, fell, she slowl?
u.a iua iuiure wun you, isn t weeks off duty Wilson had gohé'out to
V"
a long underline, are desirable.' The
see ner. ile liked being with her.- She walked the length of tliffStréét Chris dfspleasetí'. "you," she said.
"I'm so
concussions or Jars on the front legs
'
Christine had , finally adjusted her stlrnvlated him. For .once that he could tine and Palmer hnd ImúC returned fglad it Isn't so."
resulting from their 'striking the
from
their
wedding
Journey.
Nosee
Carlotta shivered under her hand.
veil, bhe rose and put her hands on
Sidney, he saw Carlotta twice.
The
grouóaáe1,
Considerably- relieved by
r
Sidney's shoulders.
She had kept the affair well In hand. vember evening was ndt cold. Sidney
sloping;, shoulders, by not having this
Things were not going any too well
"The simple truth is," she said qui She was playing for high stakes. She was not lo sight, or Wilson. But
effect, tend to promote early unsound-- '
knew quite well the kind of mnn with standing on the wooden doorstep of with K. True, he had received hli
ness
of these limbs. Strong constituwhom she was dealing that he would the house was Le Moyne. The ailan-thu- s promotion at the office, and with this
tion, endurance, good front action, and
trees were bare at that time, present affluence of $22 a week he was
pay as little as possible.
But she
style are associated with deep,
knew, too, that, let him want a thing throwing gaunt arms upward to the able to do several things. Mrs. Rosea- shoulders. For draft purposes
The street lamp, feld now washed and Ironed one day a
enough, he would pay any price for It, November sky.
the shoulders should have pronounced
which
in
week
the
summer
at
so
the
house,
left
little
doorstep
the
Katie
that
even marriage.
offsets, so that the face of the collar
She was very skillful. The very ar- In the shadow, jioy shone through the might have more time to look after
will have plenty of bearing surface.
y I
dor In her face was In her favor. Be- branches and threw Into strong relief Anna. He had Increased also the
The position of the collar on such a
Poll Evil.
Le
Moyne's
money
amount
figure
of
tall
periodically
that
set
he
face.
and
hind her eyes lurked cold calculation.
shoulder Is not materially changed, no
She would put the thing through, nnd Carlotta saw him too late to retreat sent east
how hard the pull. Sharp, thin,
matter
vice
known
as
a
scars
twitch
leaves
So far, well enough. The thing thai
show those puling nurses, with their But he did not see her. She went on.
around the upper lip. This would lead prominent withers add depth and
startled,
busy
her
brain
scheming
rankled and filled hi in with a sense
pious eyes and evening nravers. a
anew. Another element had entered of failure was Max Wilson's attitude. one to suspect that the horse has some wearing qualities to the shoulder.
thing or two.
Into her plotting. It was the first time It was not unfriendly ; it was, indeed, bud hublt, such as being difficult to Shoulders that run well Into the back
During that entire vacation he never
In the saddle horse aid In holding the
shoe.
saw her In anything more elaborate she had known that K. lived In the consistently respectful, almost rever
'
Face. Look for blemishes from op- saddle In place. '
Page house. It gave her a sense of entlal. But he clearly considered Le
than the simplest of white dresses
Examine the withers for fistula, a
such
as
on
erations
bad
or
teth
nasal
uncertainty and deadly fear.
Moyne's position absurd.
modestly open at the throat, sleeves
tumors, disease which may cause trou- disease simllur to poll evil, except that
She made her first friendly overThere was no true comradeship be- ble after
rolled up to show her satlnv arma- it is differently located.
Fistula Is
apparently being cured.
Hiere were no other boarders at the ture of many days to Sidney the fol- tween the two men ; but there was bethought
to result from bruising the
Eyes.
beginning
Before
examian
lowing day. They met In the locker ginning to be constant association, ana
little farmhouse. She sat for hours
nation of the eyes be sure that these withers, the resulting Inflammation
In the summer evenings in the sounre room In the basement where the street lately a certain amount of friction. Important
and often unnotlceably de- and pus being slow to yield to treat
yarn nnea with apple trees that bor clothing for the ward patients was They thought differently about almost fective organs are
turned toward a ment, so that cases are often of very
kept. Here, rolled In bundles and everything.
dered the highway, carefully posed
long standing. The disease sometimes
good light.
Large,
full,
ticketed,
side
by
lay
side
the heteroWilson began to bring all his probover a book, but with her keen PVPS
eyes, preferably of a chestnut hue with appears to be of very minor imporgeneous garments In which the pa lems to Le Moyne.
There were long
tance, but the
aiways on tne road. She read Brown
tients had met accident or Illness. consultations in that small upper a sparkle and mild expression, are large amount illustration shows the
ing, Emerson, Swinburne.
of tissue that may beOnce he Bags and
In nppenrance and are the
beautiful
tidiness,
filth
and cleanli- room. Perhaps more than one mnn oi
found her with a book that she has
subject
least
to
disease. Small, sunk- come Involved. Fistula should not be
ness, lay almost touching.
woman who did not know of K.'s existtily concealed. He insisted on seeing
en eyes are often weak and may ac- confused with collar sores, which are
Far away on the other side of the ence owed his life to him that fall.
ii, anu secured it It was a book on
company a sluggish temperament Lac- often found on the top of the neck Just
whitewashed
basement, men were unUnder K.'s direction, Max did map
bruin surgery. Confronted with It, she
erations on the eyelids are more or In front of the withers. Collar sores
blushed and dropped her eyes. His de loading gleaming cans of milk. Floods vels. Cases began to come in to him less unsightly
and give evidence of a also often occur on the sides of the
lighted vanity found In It the most In of sunlight came down the cellarway, from the surrounding towns. To his previous Injury which may
have left neck. When not of too long standing
touching
their
white coats and turn- own daring was added a new and residious of compliments, as she hnd In
eye
weak,
especially
the
the eye they heal readily, if on properly
if
ing the cans to silver. Everywhere markable technique. But Le Moyne,
tended.
tears
To
frequently.
sheds
test
the formed shoulders. Calloused-thickene- d
"I feel such an Idiot when I am with was the religion of the hospital, which who had found resignation If not con- sight make a quick motion of
the hand spots resulting from old collar sore
Is order.
tent, was once again in touch with the away
you, she said. "I wanted to know
eye
from
If the again unless the collar can be kept
see
each
and
Sidney, harking back from recent work he loved.
There were times lids are closed to protect the eyeball. from pressing on them. In
little more about the things you do."
slights to the staircase conversations when, having thrashed a case out tosweenled shoulders,
That put their relationship on a new
Sidney Read It at a Glance.
of her night duty, smiled at Carlotta gether and outlined the next day's In doing this it is necessary to be atrophied or shrunken,the muscles have
and advanced basis.
and horses with
Thereafter he cheerfully.
careful not to cause a current of air
work for Max, he would walk for hours
etly, "that I might hold Palmer If I occasionally talked surgery
to strike the eye, since a blind horse such defects are practically valueless
instead of
"A
miracle
happening,"
Is
she
Into
said.
the night out over the hills, fight- may close the eyelid from such a cause for work, for the time being, at least
cared terribly.
I don't And I'm sentiment He found her responsive,
afraid he knows it. It's my pride that's Intelligent His work, a sealed book "Grace Irving Is eolne out toilnv. ing his battle. The longing was on alone. If still doubtful about the sight Attempts are sometimes made to hide
When
one remembers how 111 she was him to be In the thick of things
Hurt, nothing else.
this trouble by applying irritants or by
again.
to his women before, lay open to her,
. ...
1
and how we thought she could not live. The thought of the gas office and its have the animal led over obstacles over blowing air beneath
auu mus uiu
the skin, giving
inriRtine torenz go Now and then their professional dis
would
blind
which a
horse
stumble,
it's rather a triumph, isn't It?"
deadly round sickened him.
aown to ner wedding.
cussions ended In something different
In which case a horse with good sight the normal full appearance. Atrophied
"Are those her clothes?"
Sidney stood for a moment, her eyes The two Unes of
will carefully raise and plant his feet shoulder muscles may recover their
their interest con
Sidney examined with some dlsmav
on the letter she held. Already, In verged.
over
them. A more detailed test con- size and development by the removal
the elaborate negligee garments in her
her new philosophy, she had learned
What more do you think Chrissists of taking the horse from dark of lameness which arises from Injury
uanr
one dar. "I look band.
be
said
many strange things. One of them
tine has learned about her new.
ness to light, and vice versa, and see- or inflammation below the knee.
forward to these evenings. I can talk
"She can't go out In those; I shall
was this that women like Grace Ir- shop with you
husband?
Did
wrong
do
she
to
ing
that the pupils dilate and contract
without either shocking have to lend her something." A
ving did not betray their lovers ; that or
little
go through the marriage?
Hollows over the eyes denote PREVENTING THUMPS IN PIGS
nauseating yon. Tou are the most of the light died
alike.
out of her face. "She's
the code of the underworld was "death Intelligent woman
old age or a lack of vitality. Unknow and one of had a hard fight,
I
and she has won."
to the squealer;" that one played the me prettiest
scrupulous dealers have sometimes in- If Animals Are Confined In 8mall Pen,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
she said, "But when I think of what
game, and won or lost, and If he
flated these hollows with air, but this
Stir Them Up Daily to Encour.
The one element Carlotta had left
lost
she's probably going back
took his medicine. If not Grace, then
can readily be detected by pressing
age Vigorous Exercise.
Man's Greatness.
out of her calculations was herself.
Carlotta shrugged her shoulders.
who? Somebody else In the hospital She
He Is a great man who has a great with the fingers, which forces the air
had
known the man, had taken the
who knew her story, of course. But
"It's all in the day's work," she ob plan to his life the greatest, who has Into the adjacent cavities, leaving the Abundant exercise will prevent
situation at Its proper value. But Into
whbi And again why?
thumps In pigs. Feed the sow lightly
natural hollowness.
her calculating ambition had coma a served upindifferently, "You can take the greatest plan and keeps it
them
into the kitchen and give Drummond.
Before going downstairs,
Sidney new and destroying
Ears. Horses are not often troubled the first week after farrowing. If the
element
She
who,
them steady work paring potatoes, or
placed the letter in a saucer and set
with deafness, still it is advisable to pigs are confined to a small pen, stir
like K.
re to It with a match. Some of the had putin his little room on the Street, put them in the laundry ironing. In
Is
Iceland
enjoying
test
a
the hearing by noting responses them up dally and with a switch ot
prosperity
things'
aside
love
and the
the end It's the same thing. They all greater than ever before, on
41ance ard OSad out of her eyes.
The ears should be stick give them ten minutes of vigorthereof, found that It would not put go
account to the voices
back."
of its war buslne ,
nls red fnlrlv close together at the ous exercise chasing one another about
A. GIRL,

discovered oh the day of her wedding that
IFthe young man about to become her hdsbánd was s rake;
and that he had dcsppjetf one 'girl and . broken hwJieart
would she be wise if she r'éfu sed 'to marry
matter'"
.
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L. T. Cooper, Millionaire Manufacturer, Gives Large
Part óf 'Income to Charity Sprang Into Fame
Through His New Health Theories, Based on
What Is Known As the Tanlac Treatment.
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MOT in recent years, perhaps, has the coming of any public character

' aroused such widespread
and other Western

interest as has the proponed visit to Denver ONLY .THREE BODIES'.' MISSING
cities of L. T. Cooper, the Millionaire Philanthropist.
OUf OF 120 CAUGHT IN THE
Mr. Cooper is described as one of America's foremost leaders of '"
HASTINGS HORROR.'
fidvanced thought, and sprang into fame and fortune through his new
health theories based on what is known as the Tanlac treatment. lie never
peases to surprise you with tho infinite variety of his knowledge, and its Wtatern Nwpapr t'nlon,Nw Service.
absolute correctness and thoroughness. In several of the larger cities
FACTUM HASTINGS HOKROH.
especially throughout the South and West he has done a great deal of
Explosion and fire in
relief work among the poor.
n
Fuel Company Coal
near
Mine No. 2 at Hastings, Trlnl-daMr. Cooper is a firm believer In prac- and has been known to entirely relieve
from
Ludlow, twenty mlli-Mine is one of the blgKtst protical philanthropy and his relief work the most obstinate cases of rheumaof the district. Its workings
ducers
very
a
in
tism
and
blood
over
disorders
Is familiar to charity workers
the
are 3,600 feet almost straight In the
country.
side of the mountain.
His Southern representa- short time. t
... ...
One hundred and nineteen
tive while in Houston, Texas, a few
Tanlac't Sale Phenomenal.
men are believed dead more than
perago
weeks
the entrance. A wall
distributed, under the
It Is, Indeed, doubtful if anything 8,800 feet from rescuers.
of fire blocks
sonal direction of leading charity ever placed on the market in the way
CauHF. Sudden chantre In temworkers, one thousand dresses of exce- of a medicine has sprung Into such
perature, causing; Ignition of rub
and explosion followed by fire and
llent quality to the poor women and popular favor In so short a time.
"black dump."
children.
In Sun Antonio the fol- People everywhere have been quick to
Kesrue. State mine crews and Inexperts from
spectors,
private
lowing week, he donated another thou- recognize Its wonderful merit.
The
government.
with
and
schools
sand dresses to the poor of thot city demand for It has been nothing short
picked men from the Hasting and
y
near-bmines fight the flames and
and a few doys later four hundred of of phenomenal.
work toward the lost men.
the garments were provided by him
In Houston, Texas, where Tanlac
Insuranre. Nearly (300,000 In infor the poor women and children of was placed on snle seven months ago,
surance Is carried under the Colorado Workmen's Compensation Act
Palveston. Ladles prominent In social oyer 7.1,000 bottles have been sold,
on the men lost.
life and many prominent citizens of which according to druggists of that
Guard. The mine was considered
dangerous and was frequently in.
these places assisted and
city, has established a new record and
spected.
It was guarded alike by
with Mr. Cooper's representatives In Is unprecedented In the history of the
the company, state officials and
federal' mine experts. A trained
this worthy cause.
drug business. In Atlnntn, over 100,000
rescue crew was maintained.
months
HubProbe. Attorney General
twelve
sold
were
in
Bread.
bottles
Loayes.
of
Give 50,000
j
bard, with labor officials, left .for
Similar service was also performed time; In Knoxville, the Kuhlman-Chombllthe scene to ascertain the cause.
Co. sold and distributed
"A rigid Investigation will be conby Mr. Cooper in Memphis, Birmingducted," he said.
ham, Atlanta, Little Hock, Shreveport, 48,320 bottles In nine months; in LouisCo., who
Vleksburg, Jackson, Nashville, Knox-Vlll- ville, Ky., the Taylor-Isaac- s
Hastings, Cojo., Arpll
Chattanooga, Macon, Savannah, operate eight retail stores In that
hope of saving any of the 120 raen
Montgomery, Mobile and Augusta, and city, sold 32,000 bottles In less thon all
In the Hastings mine of the
entombed
la
Tanlac
deniond
for
days.
90
The
his establishment of the famous free
Fuel- Company here
bread line at Louisville, where he dis- San Antonio, Oklahoma City, Memphis,
Chattanooga
Birmingham,
hag
Rock,
morning
Little
Friday
been abandoned.
of
bread
loaves
fifty
thousand
tributed
absolutely free and without question to and Nushvilfe, In fact everywhere It
James Dalrymple, 'state coal mine
those In want, proved a revelation to has been Introduced has likewise been inspector, who. 'came 'jfrom the mine,
charity workers there. In fact, In prac- phenomenal and the demand for it is gave It as his opinion that there was
tically every city Mr. Cooper has visit- continually Increasing. A total of more
no one left alive In the mine. Rescue
ed he has always shown his great sym- than a million and a half bottles oí the
men who have been In the mine exthrough
the
sold
medicine
been,
has
by
poor
unfortunate
and
pathy for the
past
pressed themselves similarly.
the
during
office
alone
.
Atlanta
performing some unique act of charity.
twelve months, and It Is without doubt
G. F. Bartlett, president of the comMr. Cooper contends that
the most widely talked of medicine In pany, however, declared the work of
of the diseases and ill health of the the world today.
rescue would go on until' there is no
faulty
to
present day American is due
record hope 'that any of the entombed men
explain
to
this
When
asked
digestion and Improper assimilation of
''
' '
. demand,
Mr. Q. F. Willis, are alive.
the food, which finally produces a breaking
of
distributor
Western
and
Southern
opinion
my
no
fire
was
in
there
"In
organs.
stuffed up condition of the vital
Tanlac, snid : "There can be only one the mine," Dalrymple said. In this
It has been snid that Tanlac, his possible explanation, and It can be told view he Is joined by practically all
celebrated medicine which Is now ac- in one word, 'merit.' That tells the employers and rescue men here. As
complishing such remarkable results whole story. No preparation, no matto the cause of the disaster he said:
throughout the country, not only quick- ter how extensively advertised, can
"We cannot tell until we reach the
ly overcomes all catarrhal inflammaphenomenal
possibly meet with such
point of the explosion. We are
Initial
membrane,
but
mucous
the
tions of
success unless it possesses extraorworking the north side of' the air
acts directly In the correction of stom- dinary curative power."
course and coming back on the south,
ach, liver, kidney and intestinal disThousands upon thousands are testisearching every entry In which there
reorders.
fying dally that they have been
. , '
were men working."
Tanlnc has been so convincingly lieved of disease after years of sufRescue men, old miners, and old resproven by the thousands upon thou- fering by Its use.
There Is a Tanlac denier In your idents in this section put the present
sands who have Indorsed It, is also a
disaster down as the worst that ever
reconstructive tonic of great power, town. Adv.
occurred in the southern Colorado coat
fields. The same men united in shakPa's Fun.
Its Style.
ing their heads and saying, "I dont
favorite
is
father's
with
"What
jour
"I heard you hud a new suit
know," when asked about the cause
amusement?"
a big check in it."
of the explosion.
"'Joshing ma, I. guess.".
"You heard right. It was a breach
wus
check
of. promise suit, and the
Hastings, Colo., April 30. Three
was a big one."
men Thomas Manvllle, mine worker;
D. H. Reese, mine Inspector, and Phil
King, electrician may be alive In an
Now Is tfa Tims to Get Bid of The
WOMEN SUFFERERS
Igly Spots.
pocket 4,000 feet underground in
air
There's no longer the slightest need of
Hastings mine, wrecked by an exthe
your
as
the
freckles,
named
of
feUtns
HEED SWAMP-ROO- T
Is plosion
prescription othlne
double strength
and swept by fire at 9 o'clock
guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othlne doubls Friday morning.
But the theory Is
Thousands upoú thousands of women strength from your druggist, and apply
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Garter's Little Liver Pills
For Constipation
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ROSY CHEEKS

"'HEALTHY COLOR Indicates Iron In UieBlooa. Pale or
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Western Newspaper Union News Serviré.

Washington.
Selective conscription will govern in the choice, of
men to fight in; the war against
Germany.

-

1

The House Saturday night voted for
conscription 'overriding the volunteer
recommendation of Its military affairs
committee by a vote of 313 to 109,
The Senate passed the conscription
bill by a vote of 81 to 8.
The final vote on the House bill as
amended was 397 to 24, after the volunteers had lost their struggle against
popular opinion and administration insistence.
As passed by the Senate the measure provides for the draft of men between the ages of 21 and 27 years,
while in the House measure the age
limits are fixed at 21 and 40. This and
lesser discrepancies will be threshed
out In conference so that the bill may
be In the' hands of the President as
quickly as possible. The War Department already has completed plans for
carrying
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into effect

After the Senate voted it recessed
for" thirty;', minutes to await the bill
which passed the House, when it was
planned to substitute the Senate for
the House measure and then submit
the differences to. conference.
who voted
The eight ..senators
against thr; bill, were: Democrats-Go- re,
Hardwlck, Klrby, Thomas and
Tramell. Republicans Borah, Gronna
Senator Vardaman
and LaFollette.
(Dém ), of Mississippi, was excused
from voting,at his own request. He
did not give a reason.
representatives who
The twenty-fou- r
voted in the negative were: Democrats Burnet, Church, Clark of Florida, Clay pool, Crosser, Dill, Dominick,
Gordon, Hilliard, Huddleston, Keating,
Sears, Sherwood,' Sisson. Republicans
Bacon, Hayes, King, La Follette,
Lundeen of Minnesota, Mason, Nolan
and Powers. Prohibitionist Randell.
Socialist London.
Both Senate and House adopted
amendments Just before the final roll
calls which would greatly increase the
pay of enlisted men during the war.
The House provision would make
their pay $30 a month, and that ap
proved by the Senate would fix It at
The present pay is $15
$29 a month.
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Training Disabled Soldiers.
France Is teaching some of her
wounded soldiers how to be
farmers In spite of their (Usabilities.
At Cellnrd, in the department of the
Loire, an Institution lias been opened
with a complete equipment of modern
farm machinery for the cultivation mid
harvesting of crops, Including a tractor
for plowing and other purposes. The
Instruction is essentlnlyl practical, the
staff consisting of a competent agriculturist and tin expert mechanic
versed In farm machinery.
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"Much evil comes from bad company," ns the man said who found himself on the gallows by the side of the
hangman.

GREEN S AUGUST

FLOWER
Has a Record of 50 Years of
Success

FRONT,

Germans Fall on Wide
Front In France.
Paris, April 30. British troops In a
desperate attempt to turn the northline
ern wing of tie Drocourt-Quean- t
have advanced on a front of nearly ten
miles and captured the village of
nine miles west of
Doual. Successive German counter-a- t
tacks, made at heavy sacrifices, failed
to check the British.
captured Arleux, two
Canadians
line
miles from the Drocourt-Quean- t
and east of the Vimy ridge.
Fierce encounters in which the baywere used freely,
onet and rifle-but- t
marked the fighting from east of the
Vimy ridge south across the scarpe to
Monchy le Preux.
Field Marshal Haig's men also
gained ground northeast of Gavrelle
between Gavrelle and Roeux and north
ot Monchy le Preux. In addition to
their heavy sacrifices in killed and
wounded, Germans lost 500 prisoners.
The capture of Arleux widens considerably the British salient in the
German positions directly east of
Douai, the. objective of this fighting.
It threatens, too, the southern defenses of Lens as well as the village
Waves
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Says Corns Lift Out
Without Any Pain

Correcting Impurities In the stomach,
gently acting on the bowels.
Stirs
up the liver and makes the despondent dyspeptic enjoy life. It Is highly recommended for biliousness, Indigestion, etc. Always keep a bottle of
August Flower handy for the first
symptom of these disorders. You may
feel fine today, but how about tomorrow? Remember that "an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure,"
and that it Is both painful and expensive to be sick. For sale by druggists
In all parts of the civilized world In
25 and 75 cent bottles. Ádv.

Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
any kind of a corn can shortly be
lifted right out with the fingers if you
will apply on the corn a few drops of
freezone, snys a Cincinnati authority.
At little cost one can get n small bottle of freezone at any drug store, which
will positively rid one's feet of every
corn or callus without pain or soreness or the danger of Infection.
The pork packer has a queer way of
This new drug is an ether compound, doing business. After killing a hog he
find dries the moment It is applied and
cures It.
does not Inflame or even Irritate the
surrounding skin. Just think! You
can lift off your corns nnd cnlluses
now without a bit of pain or soreness.
If your druggist hasn't freezone he can
easily get a small botfte for you from
his wholesale drug house. adv.
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"Some say the authorities are up in
the air In the defense preparedness."
"I suppose the nvlution department
claims authorities must be."

of Drocourt,
Official German statement
1,C00,000 tons of shipping sunk as the
If you wish beautiful, clear white
result of the first two months of un- clothes,
use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
More
warfare.
submarine
restricted
good grocers. Adv.
1,000,000
tons of this total British.
than
.

Guatemala Breaks With Kaiser.
Washington.
Guatemala has bro
ken off diplomatic relations with Germany; handed to the German minis
ter his passports and cancelled the
exequaturs of German consuls there.
Official advices of the break, coming
from the "American legation In Guatemala City, say President Estrada Cabrera assigned as the reason for his
act his desire to stand with the United
States Jn the fight for democracy and
the preservation of international law.

The Only Benefit.
"What did you gain in your deal
with Smith?"
"An unbounded respect for Smith's
business ability."

Kidney & Co.
(bi DS.

J. H.

TWO LARGE PACKAGES
MADE
COOKS

25

niON THE HIGHEST CBADE DURUM WHEAT
IN 12 MINUTES.
COOK BOOK FREE

SKIKKER MFC. CO. OMAHA. U.S.A.
la.r5T Mmnroni f&cforu in America,
AS A SUPPORT for exhausted, norvona,

women,
overworked
nothing can do as
much as Dr. Pierce's

watson)

The kidneys and the skin work in bar
mony. They're companions, the skin
being the second partner. If we are
anxious to keep well and preserve the
vitality of the kidneys and, also, free the
blood from noxious elements, we must
Urges Senate to ,Fx Food Prices.
pay special attention to a good action of
Washington. George W. Perkins of the skin and to see that the kidneys are
New York urged the Senate agricul- flushed so as to eliminate the poisons
ture committee to press Immediate ac- from the blood.
Sweating, by hard work or in a bath,
tion on the food situation. He recommended a minimum price to farmers at least once a week, helps to keep the
of $1.60 for wheat, $1 for corn, $6 for Bkin and kidneys in good condition. Flush
beans and $1 for potatoes at the near- the kidneys by drinking plenty of pure
Juror Drops Dead.
est point of delivery, and also the as- water with meals and between meals.
Occasionally obtain at the nearest drug
Salt Lake City. Alexander Scott, surance to the farmer of labor and co- store Anuric, which will help flush the
a
one of the jurors in the trial of How- operation to permit distribution on
kidneys and the intestines. You will find
ard Deweese, on a charge of slaying larger scale. Mr. Perkins also de- that Anuria is many times more active
predictand
speculators,
food
nounced
his wife, dropped dead of heart disthan Jithia, and that it dissolves urio
ease as the jury was sitting down to ed more rioting In New York if some acid as hot water docs sugar, ,
action Is not taken soon.
dinner at a local café.
n

Small Pill
Small Dose
Small Pried

VOTE

'

Favorite Prescription.
It regulates

and assists all the
functions,
natural
never conflicts

with

,

them, and it strengthens and builds np
the female system In
a way of its own.
Nursing mothers
and women generally,
will find it exactly
fitted to their needs.,
It lessens the pains and burdens, and:
ensures healthy, vigorous offspring,
Yon will escape many ills and clear
up the coated tongue, the sallow complexion, the dull headache, the lazy liver.
If you will take a ploasant laxative made
up of the
Juice of the loaves
of aloes, root of jalap, and called "Pleasant Pellets." You can obtain at almost
any drug store in this country these'
vegetable pellpts In vials for twenty-fiv- e
cents-sim- ply
ask for Doctor Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets. Sold for fifty years
May-appl- e,
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Company
"The House of Service"
Drugs
Groceries

Fruits, Vegetables,
Staple Goods
'

Furniture
For every need and

Toilet Articles
Patent Medicines

Grand
Ooenin

Crockery
And Kitchen Utensils

Monday,.
MAY 7th

Mens' Furnishings
Mens and Boys Clothing
HATS and CAPS

Announcement
With stores located at Springer,
Abbot and Roy, beg leave to announce to the General Public that
the GRAND OPENING of our new

Lumber
And all building Material

store at Roy will take place

Monday, May 7th
DRY GOODS and

Millinery
And ready to wear

cloth-in- g

for everybody.

Agents For
Hot Springs Chemical Co. High grade
line of Patent medicines known the
worW over.
De Soto Mineral Water of Hot Springs

Arkansas.

SOUVENIRS
Will be Given to All

Attend the Opening.

who

and we most respectfully invite every
one to visit and inspect one of the
Finest and Modern Stores in this
State. We have spared no expense
to make this the most attractive
trading place in the West, with all
the most modern improvements com
bined with taste. There will be a
Ladies Rest Room where ladies may
bring their children and have lunch
and spend a restful hour. Our
clerical force will serve you in a
pleasant and business like manner. .
In opening this great establish- ment, we will sell for one entire week
for CASH ONLY-al- l goods in every
department POSITIVELY
FOR LESS THAN TODAYS
MARKET VALUE All our goods
are new and seasonable and were
bought by expert buyers who know
the wants of our patrons.

Yours Truly,
Floersheim Mercantile Co
"The

One-Pric- e

Store"

COAL
Grain Flour and "Feed

We BUY
WOOL, HIDES & PELTS
Farm & Ranch Produce.

HARDWARE
Paints and Oils, Farm
Machinery etc.
Saddlery & Harness

